
By 
BERNIE BELLAN

Jim Carr, the
Member of
Parliament for

Winnipeg South Centre, and now Canada’s
Minister of International Trade
Diversification, returned recently from a six-
day trip to Israel and the West Bank (from
Sept. 2-6), in which he met with various Israeli
and Palestinian officials and businesspeople –
also Canadians currently working in Israel.

Carr, who is also one of the founding mem-
bers of Winnipeg’s Arab-Jewish dialogue, was
accompanied on his trip by Canadian business-
people, among them Winnipegger Mel
Lazareck.

Carr, who had been to Israel many times pre-
viously (the last time being, he told me in an
interview, was when he headed the Manitoba
Business Council, and led a group to Israel
seven years ago), said that “as a descendant of
Jewish immigrants to Canada, I feel a tremen-
dous sense of pride in what has been accom-
plished in building a modern, secure and thriv-
ing Israel. As Canada’s first Jewish minister
with an international focus, I am equally proud
of the partnership between our two countries,
one that continues to deepen with each passing

year.”
While in Tel Aviv, Carr met with Eli Cohen,

Israel’s Minister of Economy and Industry.
The two ministers
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Jim Carr visits Israel in role as Minister of
International Trade Diversification

Dimitri Lascaris, one of Israel’s most outspoken
critics, answers accusations that he’s antisemitic

By BERNIE BELLAN
The Fort Garry Hotel was the scene the weekend of September 7-9 for

what was billed as the Israel Palestine & International Law Symposium.

Among the featured speakers was
Dimitri Lascaris, who is the chair of the
board of an organization titled Canadians
for Justice & Peace in the Middle East.

Lascaris’s appearance here, however,
turned out to be even more controversial
than might otherwise have been expected
- given his notoriety as one of Canada’s
most outspoken critics of Israel. Here’s
why:

On August 29 a demonstration was held
in Toronto in front of B’nai Brith
Canada’s national office. The demonstra-
tion was ostensibly organized by the
Canadian Union of Postal Workers. Lascaris was also a principal organiz-
er. The demonstration was also marked by the appearance of counter pro-
testers who were
there to defend B’nai

ELI COHEN, Israel’s Minister of Economy
& Industry (left) and JIM CARR,
Canada’s Minister of International Trade
Diversification, in Israel 

Continued on page 2. See “Dimitri Lascaris”.

Continued on
page 2. See “Jim
Carr”.

DIMITRI LASCARIS

Manitoba Opera announced  that  the Gala Reception honouring
Winnipeg philanthropist Gail Asper, held September 13, resulted in being
the company’s most successful fundraising event in its 46-year history. The
event, held at the Manitoba Club, raised more than $230,000 for Manitoba
Opera’s productions and education programs.

GAIL ASPER (right) with the award named for her which was pre-
sented to her at a Gala Reception September 13, by ELBA HAID,
Chair, Manitoba Opera Board of Trustees (left). 

Tribute to Gail Asper Manitoba Opera’s most
successful fundraising event ever
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Community newsPlease join us for The Rescue, a program to commemo-
rate Kristallnacht on November 8, 2018 at 7pm at the
Canadian Museum for Human Rights.

Almost eighty years ago, on the night of November 9, 1938, there
was a wave of violent pogroms throughout Germany, annexed Austria,
and in areas of the Sudetenland in Czechoslovakia. These events are
known as Kristallnacht - the night of shattered glass. A precursor to the
Shoah, dozens of Jews were murdered and tens of thousands were sent
to concentration camps, marking the first time they were sent to con-
centration camps because they were Jewish. We mark this date annu-
ally as a community because of its significance in the timeline of the
Holocaust.

At that time, Jose Artur Castellanos, an outspoken champion of the
people in El Salvador, took every opportunity to speak out against the
oppressive, totalitarian regime in his home country. As a result, he was
stripped of his military authority and sent to Europe to work as Consul
General of El Salvador as a diplomatic exile. Against the wishes of his
own government and moved by disapproval of the dictatorship in his
country, and of Fascism throughout Europe, Castellanos issued
Salvadoran nationality documents which saved thousands of Jewish
lives. Castellanos is the only Salvadoran to be recognized as Righteous
Among the Nations.

The Rescue tells the story of the personal journey of Alvaro and
Boris Castellanos, the grandchildren of Colonel Castellanos, who are
moved to rescue their grandfather’s name from obscurity after a suit-
case filled with the nationality documents, and all the stories they tell,
was unearthed in Geneva.

Featuring a six-piece string orchestra with musical direction by
Alvaro and Boris Castellanos, this story of hope, friendship, and
courage in the face of injustice is enhanced by the backdrop of live
music.

At the core of The Rescue lies the conviction that no matter how
small or flawed we may feel, each of us has the potential to effect
immense positive change in the world.

The Jewish Federation of Winnipeg, CIJA, the Canadian Museum
for Human Rights, and the Freeman Family Holocaust Education
Centre of the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western Canada are partner-
ing to present this moving programme to mark the community-wide
remembrance of Kristallnacht. The event is free and open to all.
Register online at jewishwinnipeg.org/rescue or contact Mara
Pellettieri at 204.477.7424 or mpellettieri@jewishwinnipeg.org.

discussed “new part-
nerships between
Canadian and Israeli
companies made
possible by the mod-
ernized Canada-
Israel Free Trade
A g r e e m e n t
(CIFTA),” first
signed in 1997, and
which was renewed
last year. 

According to information supplied by the Government of Canada, trade
between Israel and Canada has tripled since CIFTA was signed, having
been worth over $1.7 billion in 2017.

Also while in Tel Aviv, Carr “addressed the DLD Tel Aviv Digital
Conference, as well as the LGBTech and Lesbians Who Tech organiza-
tions, to promote Canadian expertise in the digital media sector.”

While in the West Bank, Carr “officially launched the Palestinian-
Canadian Business Council, and announced a new project with the
Palestinian Business Women Forum to enhance the economic empower-
ment of women from the region”.

To read an interview with Jim Carr, conducted following his return
from Israel, turn to page 13.

Jim
Carr

Continued from
page 1.

at a major infrastructure project in Tel Aviv,
led by Canadian architecture firm ibigroup

Brith. The demonstration and
counter demonstration descended
into a series insults traded back &
forth between protesters and

counter-protesters,

Apparently though, two women at the rally who were there as counter
protesters made some inflammatory remarks which were posted to Youtube
in which they said “I just think we should bring in the death penalty. And
that would resolve a lot of problems… Justin Trudeau, be the first one to
go. I’d love to see him.” They also referred to several other members of the
Liberal Party who are apparently Muslim, as well as national NDP leader
Jagmeet Singh. The video was subsequently removed from Youtube.

On Sept 6, however, Mr. Lascaris tweeted the following: “Apparently,
Liberal MPs Anthony Housefather and Michael Levitt are more devoted to
apartheid Israel than to their own Prime Minister and their own colleagues
in the Liberal caucus,”

The tweet followed an article Lascaris had posted on his website, which
criticized the video posted by the women.

Lascaris then called on Housefather and Levitt to condemn the women
who had appeared in the video, though it was not clear whether either of
the two women had any connection to the Liberal MPs or to B’nai Brith,
beyond that the MPs are Jewish.

The three leaders of Canada’s major political parties all responded to Mr.
Loscaris’s tweet with severe condemnations.

On Saturday, September the 8th Prime Minister Trudeau tweeted “Vile
anti-Semitic smears like this are completely unacceptable, and should
always be called out. Thank you @LevittMichael and @AHousefather for
standing up to this, and for everything you do for your communities and
our country.”

Jagmeet Singh, leader of the NDP tweeted Antisemitism has no place in
Canada. I know what it’s like to experience racism & discrimination, and
to have my loyalty to Canada questioned. @LevittMichael and
@AHousefather, I stand with you today.

Conservative Opposition leader Andrew Scheer issued a release, saying
it is “shameful to see two MPs subjected to such anti-Semitism, accused of
dual loyalties, simply because they’re Jewish & support Israel.”

We happened to run into Mr. Loscaris at the symposium on Saturday,
Sept. 8. After introducing myself as the publisher of Winnipeg’s Jewish
newspaper, The Jewish Post & News, Mr. Lascaris said to me he would
like the opportunity to respond to the accusations of antisemitim that have
been thrown at him as a result of his Sept. 6 tweet. I told him that I would
give him an opportunity to respond. On Sunday, Sept. 9, following the con-
clusion of the symposium, I spoke with Mr. Lascaris.,

The entire interview is posted to our website, but here are some excerpts:

“My comments about Mr. Housefather and Mr. Levitt have absolutely
nothing to do with their ethnicity,” Mr. Lascaris said. “It has to do with how
they behaved.”

Continued on page 7. See “Dimitri Lascaris”.

Dimitri Lascaris
Continued from page 1.
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T
wo stories on our front page this issue
reflect the continued realization that
Israel occupies a much larger proportion

of world attention than one would expect of
such a relatively small nation: the story about
Jim Carr’s recent visit to Israel and the story
about Dimitri Lascaris being accused of anti‐
semitism by Justin Trudeau, Andrew Scheer,
and Jasmeet Singh.

Israel’s population has grown substantially in recent years –
approaching 8 ½ million, and it actually has the highest birth rate
among the 36 countries that make up the OECD (Organization for
Economic Co‐operation and Development). Yet, it still makes up only
.01% of the world’s population.

By now  we’ve heard so often  about Israel being the “start‐up” nation
despite its small size  that it gets a little tiresome to hear it repeated
over and over again, even if it is undeniably the case. So, even though
our Economic Trade Diversification Minister, Jim Carr, also resorted to
that cliché when I interviewed him, he  speaks so glowingly of the trade
relationship between Canada and Israel and of the steps taken by
Canada to increase Canadian investment in both Israel and the
Palestinian territories, I’m sure most readers will also appreciate all the
goodwill generated by Carr’s recent visit to Israel – and to the
Palestinian territories.

But, when I was speaking with Minister Carr I couldn’t help but point
out to him that, according to GlobalAffairs Canada’s own website, there
is a huge imbalance in Israel’s favour when it comes to the trade rela‐
tionship between Israel and Canada: Of the $1.7 billion in trade between
Canada and Israel in 2017, the value of Israeli exports to Canada was
more than twice the value of Canadian exports to Israel. Frankly, that
reflects the economic prowess enjoyed by so many Israeli companies. 

Yet, that other story which starts on page 1 to which I referred deals
with a more negative reason that Israel commands so much of the
world’s attention, and that is the disproportionate amount of criticism
that it constantly receives from the likes of Dimitri Lascaris. The type of
condemnation of Israel in which Lascaris engages represents a more
insidious threat faced by Jews, and certainly a more subtle one: the thin‐
ly veiled antisemitism from individuals who would suggest that one
cannot support Israel and the country in which they live at the same
time. That is also the not‐so‐subtle  smear campaign in which so many
in Britain’s Labour party, including its leader, Jeremy Corbyn, are
engaged.

I interviewed Lascaris following the conclusion of a symposium here
in which he appeared. You can watch the complete interview on our
website, but before the video of the interview actually begins I also have
a three‐minute introduction in which I attempt to provide some context

for the interview.
Lascaris is a very

articulate individual
(who was once rated
as one of Canada’s top
25 lawyers when he
was still working as a
corporate lawyer in
Toronto). I don’t mind
admitting that he is a
formidable adversary
when it comes to
debating Israel’s posi‐
tion vis‐à‐vis the
Palestinians.

Yet, the particular
story upon which I
focused in this issue –
and during my inter‐
view with him, had to
do with a tweet that
Lascaris had posted.
(Why on earth do so
many otherwise high‐
ly intelligent people
resort to something as
superficial as a tweet
to  engage in what
should be a reasoned
discussion of a com‐
plex issue? It’s the
equivalent of bringing
a bullhorn to a
debate.)

In my story about Lascaris’s tweet – and in the video which I’ve post‐
ed online, I’ve attempted to go to great lengths to provide a sufficient
background to Lascaris’s tweet so that anyone reading it might get some
idea what it is that he’s talking about. 

Here, again, is what Lascaris tweeted on September 6: “Apparently,
Liberal MPs Anthony Housefather and Michael Levitt are more devoted to
apartheid Israel than to their own Prime Minister and their own colleagues
in the Liberal caucus”.

Now, what Lascaris tweeted was ample fodder for B’nai Brith and CIJA to
weigh in with uncategorical denunciations of Lascaris for being an anti-
semite – as did, as I previously noted, Justin Trudeau, Andrew Scheer, and
Jasmeet Singh.

Since the issue of antisemitism has received a new kind of attention
because of British Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn’s reluctance to disassociate
himself from the overt antisemitism that pervades his own party (and which
he is largely responsible for fostering through remarks he has made along
with his appearances beside known terrorists), many people are now grap-
pling with the question: When does criticism of Israel become antisemitic?

As I also report though in my story about David Matas’s appearance at the
same symposium in which Dimitri Lascaris was also a participant, many
individuals are sincerely interested in fostering a dialogue about Israel and
the Palestinians, even though they seem to be weighing in almost totally on
the side of the Palestinians.

Yet, simply to dismiss those individuals as antisemitic is a facile argument.
When I heard law professor and UN Rapporteur on the situation of human
rights in the Palestinian territory Michael Lylk refer to a series of Israeli
legal experts to make the case that Israel is an occupying power that has no
legal right to Palestinian territory, I was impressed. 

But, as David Matas pointed out so effectively, if there is to be any reso-
lution of the Israel-Palestine conflict – no matter how doubtful that may
seem as a proposition currently, it won’t come about as a result of any num-
ber of UN resolutions or references to the legality or illegality of Israeli set-
tlements.

It will come about, as Matas noted, through negotiations. Whether or not
the Oslo Accords have proved to be a positive contribution to the peace
process or, as many would argue, have had a negative effect (as you can read
on the opposite page), it is only through the give and take of negotiation that
anything close to peace can be achieved.

Of course, it goes without saying that you can’t have a negotiation unless
you have at least two parties willing to negotiate and, at the present time, that
does not appear to be at all the case when it comes to Israel and the
Palestinians.

At one point in the symposium though, a Palestinian participant in one of
the sessions by the name of Suha Jarrar spoke of her hopes for the future in
which Palestinians would live in their own democratic country. Jarrar
though, was highly critical of both Hamas and the Palestinian Authority and
suggested that a change in leadership is required in order for the Palestinians
to move forward.

So, someone asked her: “Given what you’ve said about the Palestinian
Authority and Hamas, where do you think the change in leadership is
going to come from?”

Jarrar’s answer was that “Leadership comes from the people. Israelis
have systematically attempted to decapitate that leadership.”

Really? I suppose to a certain extent Jarrar is accurate in her assess‐
ment as many potential leaders of the Palestinians are either in Israeli
jails or have been killed by Israel (also often by other Palestinians).  But
realistically, does any Palestinian leader stand a hope in hell of remain‐
ing alive if he were to offer to concede one inch of Palestinian territory
to Israel in any sort of negotiation?

The last chance to negotiate any kind of real settlement of the Israel‐
Palestine conflict came in 2006 with the Olmert offer made to Abbas
which would have given the Palestinians control of 94% of the West
Bank and Gaza (with Israel also handing over an additional 5% of Israeli
land behind the Green Line to the Palestinians). 

There are conflicting views as to why Abbas rejected that offer. (Most
recently he said it’s because Olmert wouldn’t show him a map.) But,
whatever the case, we did see that negotiating the conflict was possible.
It is likely no longer possible, but negotiation, as we have seen take
place right here in Winnipeg with the Arab‐Jewish dialogue, is the only
route to follow – not the application of international law to sanction
Israel.

And that’s where someone like Jim Carr, who was so well received by
Israelis and Palestinians alike, demonstrated that, putting aside the
acrimony that exists between the political figures on both sides of the
conflict, there is so much progress to be achieved by encouraging eco‐
nomic progress among both Israelis and Palestinians. It’s not a roadmap
to peace, but at least it offers some tangible benefits to all parties con‐
cerned. That’s more than I can say for the likes of Dimitri Lascaris. 
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Comment

New developments promise to reduce danger to Israel from northern border
By MYRON LOVE

Despite the recent defeats of Syrian rebels by “government” forces
near Israel’s northern border, new developments would seem to
have reduced the danger to Israel and Israelis from that direction

rather than increased them.
The first evidence of this has been repeated reports over the past few

months – most recently in the website Debka on September 3 – that the
Lebanese Hezbollah forces are greatly reducing their number of fighters
in Syria. The Debka piece reports that Hezbollah’s leader, Hassan
Nasrallah, has withdrawn 5,000 Hezbollah fighters, half of the contin-
gent, from the Syrian conflict amidst general unhappiness with Iran’s
strategic tactics in Syria.

Why is this important? Well, almost from the beginning of the conflict
in 2011, when it became obvious that most of the Syrian army was
defecting to the rebel side and that only outside help could keep Syrian
dictator Bashar Assad in power, Hezbollah forces – fighting at the behest
of Iran – have been the single most effective group fighting for Assad and
holding back the rebels from winning.

To me, the reduction of Hezbollah fighters in Syria weakens Iran’s
position in Syria and is an indication that Hezbollah is highly unlikely to
want to become involved in a conflict with Israel. One of Iran’s stated
goals in Syria is to put their largely mercenary forces on Israel’s northern
border to be able to attack the Jewish homeland from the north.
Obviously, Nasrallah wants nothing to do with that plan.

Although Hezbollah’s stated raisons d’etre is to defend Lebanon from
Israel – the idea that Israel has any plans to attack Lebanon without cause
is pure fiction – as well as destroy the Jewish State. In reality, even
though Hezbollah reportedly has thousands of missiles aimed at Israel,
the Lebanese Shiite political party is more interested in using its military
strength to dominate Lebanon politically. Nasrallah knows full well
–based on Hezbollah’s last encounter with Israel – that the Israeli air
force would reduce Lebanon to rubble even worse than last time in 2006
– and that the Lebanese would blame Hezbollah and Nasrallah – not
Israel.

Nasrallah has been liv-
ing in hiding – in fear of

Oslo failed. Long live Oslo.
By KENNETH JACOBSON

NEW YORK (JTA) – It has
become conventional wisdom in
certain circles that the Oslo agree-
ment between Israel and the
Palestinians, which was signed 25
years ago Sept. 13 on the White
House lawn, was simply a failure.

There is no doubt that the great
hopes of Israeli-Palestinian peace
and reconciliation engendered by
Oslo have not been realized.
Twenty-five years later not only is
there no peace, but the parties are
not even talking to each other and
the Palestinians themselves remain
irreconcilably divided.

Moreover, not only was peace not
accomplished, but soon after Oslo
was signed, Palestinian terrorism
surged, leading many on the right
to argue that ceding territory to the
Palestinians and the general show
of perceived weakness by Israel at Oslo had emboldened the terrorists.

While this reading of the cause of terrorism was too monolithic – there
have been surges of terrorism during periods of stagnation and frustration
with the status quo – it did speak to the uncertainties surrounding
Palestinian extremism and terrorism and the simplification by some on the
left about Palestinian behavior and thinking.

At the same time, in certain left-wing circles, it is assumed the assassi-
nation of Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin by a right-wing extremist opposed
to the peace process was the main reason the hopes of Oslo never came to
fruition. If only Rabin had lived, the argument goes, there would be Israeli-
Palestinian peace.

There is no doubt that Rabin’s unique credibility as a defender of Israel’s
security, together with his willingness to take a bold initiative with Israel’s
longtime enemy, the PLO, was not easily replicated. The loss of Rabin at
that critical moment not only was one of the saddest days in the history of
the nation, but also hurt the chances for peace.

Rabin’s death was a disaster in many ways, but whether it was the major
factor in the stalling of peace efforts remains questionable. Indeed, in addi-
tion to the outbreak of suicide terrorist attacks at that time, there is no real
evidence that had Rabin lived there might have been peace. The
Palestinians had not made the qualitative leap toward accepting Israel’s
legitimacy that was necessary for an agreement. When twice later on, at
Camp David in 2000 and at Annapolis in 2008, Israeli leaders offered far
more than Oslo for the actual creation of an independent Palestinian state
and the dismantlement of many settlements, the Palestinians couldn’t bring
themselves to say “yes.”

Still, there is reason to look back at Oslo as an important step forward in
the painfully slow process of legitimizing Israel in the Arab world and in
establishing a framework for Israeli-Palestinian reconciliation.

Let’s remember that before Oslo, Palestinians of all stripes simply spoke
the language of rejectionism, of denial of the right of Israel to exist. It’s not
to say by any stretch of the imagination that that way of thinking has dis-
appeared – Hamas is the most blatant example of this – but Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas himself and other members of the
P.A. engage at times in such rhetoric.

But it is vital to recognize that since Oslo, with all the disappointments

that have followed, there is an
alternative narrative, reflected in
the words of Abbas, but also in
public opinion polls among
Palestinians. This is a language,
however grudging, of accepting
Israel’s existence and the need to
find a solution based on two states.

One can question Abbas’ sinceri-
ty when he talks about two states
for two peoples, or when he con-
demns terrorism, or when he coop-
erates with Israeli security forces,
but at least it is now part of the pub-
lic dialogue and rhetoric – some-
thing that was not true before Oslo.

And from the Israeli side, Oslo
concretized the concept of
Palestinian self-government,
through the establishment of the
Palestinian Authority and the aspi-
ration of a two-state solution,
which until that point had been

considered purely theoretical or unrealistic. There is enduring cynicism
among the Palestinian leadership and its structures, and polls today show
little drive for or expectation of a two-state solution among both the Israeli
leadership and public. However, the framework established at Oslo remains
to be built upon or adjusted at a time when conditions are more conducive
for direct Israeli-Palestinian engagement.

The challenge going forward is not simply to reject Oslo but to move its
conceptual breakthroughs into the practical realm. In this regard, there are
responsibilities on all sides. After the terrorism following the failure of the
July 2000 Camp David summit and the conflict following the withdrawal
from Gaza, Israelis have every right to be concerned about security. These
concerns, however profound, need not stifle conversations and initiatives
by Israel that could strengthen forces within the Palestinian community
toward actualizing the concept of Israel’s legitimacy.

Nor should steps be taken that would make an ultimate two-state solution
a practical impossibility. And Palestinians, following in the path of Salam
Fayyad, the former Palestinian prime minister, need to take practical steps
to build up Palestinian institutions and infrastructure to help convince
Israelis that the ideas embodied in Oslo are not dead.

Twenty-five years after the White House lawn ceremony, cynicism about
Oslo is understandable. However, it could still be celebrated as a watershed
moment in the eternal conflict if its conceptual breakthroughs are reinvig-
orated and translated into steps that could create movement for a secure
peace on both sides.

(Kenneth Jacobson is deputy national director of the Anti-Defamation
League.)

From left to right: Yasser Arafat, Shimon Peres and Yitzhak Rabin in
1994 after winning the Nobel Peace Prize for their roles in the Oslo
Accords (Wikimedia Commons)

Continued on page 6. See “Comment”.

Correction
In our Sept. 5 issue in an article by Gerry Posner about Mayer

Brownstone, Gerry wrote that Tommy Douglas was Premier of
Saskatchewan when his CCF party lost the election to the Liberals. In
fact, Douglas had resigned from the premiership to take over leadership
of the national CCF-NDP. Woodrow Lloyd was Premier of Saskatchewan
when the CCF lost the provincial election to the Ross Thatcher-led
Liberals. Thanks to Sid Green for pointing that out.



Gerry Kaplan forges own path as social worker

Gerry Kaplan will
tell you that he
is not your usual

social worker. “Unlike
most social workers
I’m in private practice
providing research and
evaluation services, and
I focus on both quanti-
tative and qualitative

analyses.”
Kaplan is a graduate of both the University of

Manitoba and University of British Columbia
(from where he earned a Master of Social Work
degree in 1981), also the son of Bess and the late
Phil Kaplan. He began his social work career
working for Family and Children’s Services of
the District of Kenora.

“I quickly realized that casework was not for
me,” he recalls. “An opportunity arose in the dis-
trict for someone to coordinate a project
designed to prevent child abuse and neglect. I
jumped at the chance and applied, thinking that I
had no possibility of getting the position. It
turned out that I was the only applicant. I was
charged with evaluating the project and, from
that point on, became more and more involved in
project development in the healthcare and social
services fields. I found that I liked doing
research and evaluations as much as program
development.

In 1988, Kaplan was presented with an oppor-
tunity to work as a Research and Evaluation
Specialist with the Government of Manitoba.
Then, in 1990 he began a ten-year stint coordi-
nating research and information systems for the
Addictions Foundation of Manitoba.

“We generated a lot of data during my time at

the AFM,” he recalls.
“We did 35 studies
during my time there,
which included
researching the char-
acteristics of the peo-
ple we were seeing,
including their
strengths and chal-
lenges, and their
objectives for attend-
ing our programs. We
evaluated what pro-
grams were working
and where improve-
ments may be needed.
We also studied the
effects of drugs in
conjunction with other
illnesses some of our
clients may have had.
We evaluated our ser-
vices in terms of our clients’ gender, ages, edu-
cation, and other variables. 

Much though he found his work at the AFM
fulfilling, he left the organization in 2000. “I had
been doing some consulting work on the side
during my time with the Province of Manitoba in
1988,” he says. “In 2000 I was invited to take on
an evaluation that really interested me, so I
decided to take the plunge and become a full
time independent consultant. I felt that it was
time to move on.” 

Over 30 years (and counting), he has built up a
lengthy clientele which cuts across socioeco-
nomic, ethnic and religious lines. They include
provincial and federal government departments,
school divisions, Indigenous programs and orga-
nizations, community groups, employee rehabil-
itation programs, employment services, and
many others. 

While most are based in Winnipeg and
Manitoba, he has also tackled projects for

Federal Government depart-
ments and such diverse bodies
elsewhere as the Alberta
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Commission (AADAC),
Baptist Women of Western
Canada and the Government of
Antigua and Barbuda.

“I have clients with whom I
have been working for 10 years
and more,” he says. “I get to
know their programs and staff
quite well, which helps me to
better meet their needs.” He’s
also “always on the lookout for
interesting studies, and the
opportunity to evaluate pro-
grams and organizations that
may be difficult to evaluate. I
like the challenge.”

About a year ago, Kaplan
took on a new voluntary assignment in addition
to his regular workload when he assumed the
presidency (a two-year term) of the Manitoba
Chapter of the Canadian Evaluation Society. “I
have been a member of the board for five years
and served as vice-president for two years before
becoming president,” he says. 

The Society has almost 2,000 members nation-
wide, including approximately 60 members in
the Manitoba chapter. The Society, he notes, pro-
vides networking opportunities, professional
development and a directory of members “We
also provide advocacy for the field,” he adds.
“Not everybody understands the importance of
evaluations.”

In the Jewish community, Kaplan is on the
board of the Simkin Centre.

Although in his mid 60s now, the still-youth-
ful-looking, Kaplan continues to look ahead. “I
love doing what I am doing,” he says.
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Myron Love

AROUND TOWN

By

MYRON LOVE

GERRY KAPLAN

an Israeli
assassination
attempt – ever
since 2006.

As well, Hezbollah no longer has to rely on
Iran for financial support, unlikewas the case in
2006 and years previous. The Lebanese group
has become independently wealthy from oper-
ating one of the world’s largest drug-running
ventures with the co-operation of Lebanese
expatriate communities in Africa and South
America.

Now, in addition to using Hezbollah forces in
Syria, Iran has over the past few years heavily
recruited fellow Shiite Muslims from Iraq,
Afghanistan and Pakistan to fight in Syria.
Once again, recent reports indicate that many of
these Shiite mercenaries are very unhappy with
their treatment at the hands of their Iranian offi-
cers and in several incidents, these mercenaries
have rebelled against the Iranians.

Moving further east, southern Iraqis – partic-
ularly in Basra, Iraq’s second largest city, have
been rioting in opposition to Iranian influence
in their country.

And in Iran itself, the government’s support
of Syria and other outside conflicts is wildly
unpopular. Since the beginning of the year,
there have been repeated large scale protests
throughout the country against the government
and the Grand Ayatollah – and they show no
signs of abating. People are protesting hyperin-
flation, water shortages, lack of payment, grow-
ing poverty and oppression. They are calling
openly for death for the Ayatollah.

And with tightening American sanctions just

a couple of months off, conditions are certain to
worsen.

Finally, getting back to Lebanon itself, Israeli
(and American) air forces have virtually clear
control of the air and can bomb Iranian and
Iranian-affiliated forces almost at will – as long
as they steer clear of Russian military assets.

While it has been indiscriminate Russian
bombing of civilians in rebel-held areas (of
which you hear not a peep from those who are
quick to criticize Israel every time Palestinians
make up a story about Israel killing a boy or a
guy in a wheelchair), which has been the single
biggest factor in Bashar Assad being able to
reclaim much of Syria, the Russians have been
quite clear in their actions that they have no
interest in risking their planes and pilots
defending Iranian-backed forces and assets in
Syria.

Even when the Americans in the spring killed
up to 200 Russian mercenaries approaching an
American base in southeastern Syria, Russian
President Vladimir Putin didn’t react. His only
response is that the Russians weren’t official
Russian forces.

Despite all this, I wouldn’t break out the
champagne and celebrate. While Israel may be
relatively safe from attack from the north, the
beleaguered people of Syria continue to suffer
at the hands of all and sundry including
Russians, Syrians, Iranians and their mercenar-
ies, ISIS and other Islamist rebels and Turks (to
a lesser degree) in the northwest.

Only the Kurds in the northeast – with back-
ing from the United States – continue to live rel-
atively freely.

Comment
Continued from page 5.
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Seeing the Future 
Rabbi Bill S. Tepper, 
Temple Shalom

Rabbi Eliezer said in the name of Rabbi Hanina: the students of the wise increase
peace in the world. As it says: …your children shall be taught of God, and great shall
be their peace… [Isaiah 54:13]. Thus, read not ‘banayich’ [your children], but rather
‘bonayich’ [your builders].* 

For we who are deeply involved in Jewish congregational life - aspiring to commu-
nities of learning, justice and compassion - there are no crystal balls, tea leaves nor
fortune cookies providing a heads-up on the future. Rather, day-in and day-out, we
strive to create opportunities for study, worship and socialization. Within a congrega-
tional community, we all partner in providing the conditions through which persons of
every age discover a spiritual home. 

No crystal balls, tea leaves nor fortune cookies. But at Temple Shalom, we can still
see the future. The future happens each time a child enters our doors for our Shabbat
Junior Congregation services, as well as to engage in religious school, Hebrew lan-
guage development, dance, artwork and music in the company of her/his peers, guid-
ed by gifted and caring teachers.

At Temple Shalom, among our most profound joys is when a child or older youth is
in our building, growing in her/his Judaism. Our congregation’s planning is such to
ensure that our children and youth return and grow, week after week, year after year. 

We see the potential. And we see the future.
*Talmud, Berahot 64a In ‘Teaching Jewishly’ by Joel Lurie Grishaver [2007], p. 61

Friday Sep. 21 7:30pm Shabbat Service lay led by Ruth Livingston and 
Cantor Len 

Sunday Sep. 23 10:30am Irma Penn School & Bagels & Blocks pre-school
Wednesday Sep 26 4:30pm Irma Penn School - Hebrew Class
Friday Sep. 28 6:15pm Sukkot Family Potluck, dairy meal

7:30pm Sukkot Family Service and Yizkor Service lay led 
by Judith Huebner with Cantor Len Udow

Sunday Sep. 30 10:30am Irma Penn School & Bagels & Blocks pre-school
Friday Oct. 5 7:30pm Simchat Torah Shabbat Service led by Rabbi Tepper 

& Cantor Len Udow
Saturday Oct. 6 10:30am Torah Study led by Rabbi Tepper

5:30pm Bar Mitzvah of Ethan Epstein, Mincha & 
Havdalah Service

Wednesday Oct. 10 4:30pm Irma Penn School - Hebrew Class
Friday Oct. 12 8pm Friday Night Live Shabbat Service lay led with 

Cantor Len Udow & the FNL Band
Sunday Oct. 14 10:30am Irma Penn School & Bagels & Blocks pre-school
Friday Oct. 19 6:45pm Junior Congregation Shabbat with Rabbi Tepper

7:30pm Shabbat Service led by Rabbi Tepper with Cantor 
Len Udow

Saturday Oct. 20 10:30am Torah Study led by Rabbi Tepper
7:30am Havdalah & Evening with the Rabbi, 

“Jews & Tattoos”
Sunday Oct. 21 10:30am Irma Penn School & Bagels & Blocks pre-school

3-5pm Coffee with the Rabbi @ Bermax Caffe & Bistro, 
1800 Corydon

Referring to what the two
women had said when they
called for the death penalty to be
imposed on for Justin Trudeau

(and others), Mr. Lascaris said he specifically challenged MPs
Housefather and Levitt “to condemn these protesters, not because they’re
Jewish but because they specifically attacked our protest…and said noth-
ing about the racism of these two ladies.”

Mr. Lascaris went on to say that he would say the same thing about
Stephen Harper who, he suggest, is a “Christian Zionist”.

I asked Mr. Lascaris whether he would also say that Jim Carr, Canada’s
Minister of International Trade Development, who is Jewish, and who
had just recently returned from a visit to Israel where he had been
extolling the tripling of trade between Canada and Israel since the two
countries signed a free trade pact in 1997, is also caught in a “conflict”
situation?

Mr. Lascaris said: “I didn’t even know he was Jewish. It has nothing to
do with his ethnicity. It has to do with his ideology. I haven’t frankly paid
enough attention to his commentary or to his public record to say whether
he has some sense of heightened loyalty to Israel. I certainly don’t
assume that’s the case because he’s Jewish.”

I asked him whether though, he “can understand the discomfit some
people feel when they see people at a rally which he helped to organize
saying slogans like “from the river to the sea, Palestine will be free”?

Mr. Lascaris responded, “My understanding of that phase, and why I
say it, is because I believe there should be a single state in which all peo-
ple should be treated equally. I believe the Jewish residents of Israel
should stay there.”

Finally, I said I wanted to ask Mr. Lascaris about the Boycott, Divest,
Sanction movement. I said: “I want to ask you about the specific exam-
ple of Sodastream, which is one of the three companies that was initially
targeted by the BDS movement. The CEO of Sodastream, which had a
factory on the West Bank, had said he was willing to maintain that facto-
ry even within a future Palestinian state. But that wasn’t good enough for
the proponents of BDS. They insisted that the Sodastream factory shut
down - which it did, after it was relocated to Israel proper. As a result,
over 250 Palestinians lost well-paying jobs. Do you see any problem with
that?”

Mr. Lascaris responded: “I think that it is entirely legitimate to boycott
businesses that are operating in the settlements. I wasn’t familiar with
that statement that you just quoted to me, but my answer to that would
be: ‘That’s fine, when the Palestinian people have a state, you can do
business anywhere you want.”

Dimitri Lascaris
Continued from page 2.

President of Britain’s Jewish students union 
resigns from Labour over anti-Semitism

(JTA) – The president of the Union of Jewish Students announced her
resignation from the British Labour Party,
citing the party’s “complete inability and
lack of political will to tackle anti-
Semitism.”

“My position as the President of the
Union of Jewish Students means I cannot,
in good faith, continue as a member of a
political party which has deliberately and
recklessly allowed antisemitism to emerge,
and even more concerningly, flourish,”
Hannah Rose wrote in a letter sent to the
general secretary of the Labour Party,
Jennie Formby, on Wednesday.

“I commend the efforts of many Jewish students who stay and fight for
the party I still wish I could call my political home. However, both in my
personal and professional capacity, I cannot give support or succor to a
party which its own MPs consider to be institutionally racist,” she wrote in
the letter, which was published in the Huffington Post UK.

“I did not join the Labour Party to watch racism against Jews make head-
lines every single day.”

Rose, who was elected over the summer, said the causes the union would
champion during her presidency are aiding the plight of refugees in Europe
and tackling the mental health crisis in youth. Causes, she wrote, “that are
meant to also drive the Labour Party, but instead it seems more concerned
with a battle between internal factions, rather than fighting for the very val-
ues it was founded on.”

“The Jewish community stands united in opposition to antisemitism. It
does not stand in opposition to one political leader, or one political party,”
she said. “Like so many others in my community, I do not leave the Labour
Party because my politics or values have changed, rather because the Party
has made clear through its actions that I am not welcome. Words mean
nothing when the actions of so many speak louder.”

The union represents 8,500 Jewish students in the United Kingdom and
Ireland.

HANNAH ROSE
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Prof. Richard Menkis to deliver Jewish Heritage Centre lecture

Richard Menkis,
A s s o c i a t e
Professor of

Modern Jewish History
at the University of
British Columbia, will be
delivering this year’s
Switzer-Cooperstock
lecture at the Asper

Jewish Community Campus on September 23.
The Switzer-Cooperstock Prize is awarded bian-

nually for new scholarship on the Jewish experi-
ence in Western Canada; it is to be subsequently
delivered as a lecture, says online information. The
award is administered by the Jewish Heritage
Centre of Western Canada.

Professor Menkis’s lecture, “Two Travellers and
two Canadian Jewish Wests” contrasts the
approach taken by Rabbi Joseph Hertz, the chief
rabbi of Great Britain, and the rabbi he appointed to
the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue, Rabbi Herbert
Samuel, with the approach taken by Rabbi Yeshaye
Horwitz, a Hasidic-trained rabbi who lived in
Winnipeg for 30 years, notes information from the
JHCWC. All three rabbis traveled across Western
Canada in the 1920s to help new communities find
their identity in Canada.

Professor Menkis, who recently won the Association for Canadian Jewish
Studies “Louis Rosenberg Award for lifetime achievement,” agreed to do
an interview via email with The Jewish Post & News.

JP&N: Please explain the differences and similarities, if any, in the
approaches taken by Rabbi Joseph Hertz, Rabbi Herbert Samuel and Rabbi
Yeshaye Horwitz.

Richard Menkis: Hertz, who was Chief Rabbi of Great Britain and its
dominions, and Samuel shared a common vision of an “Anglo-Jewish

Orthodoxy.” It was an acculturated form of
Orthodox Judaism, just as Samson Raphael Hirsch
in Germany developed a modern Orthodox
Judaism in Germany. If you know the Hertz
Chumash, you can understand what I am saying. It
was a translation and commentary into English,
which tried to explain some things in a modern
idiom, but would reject, for example, Biblical crit-
icism. 

Horowitz, for his part, represented a more
inward-looking Judaism, trying to promote the
study of traditional texts and trying to support tra-
ditional Jewish institutions. He wrote his own reli-
gious works (Seforim) in Hebrew. 

JP&N: Why did you choose to deal with this
topic?

RM: I am interested in the variety of expressions
of Jewish identity in Canada and how they were
promoted. I also read with fascination the research
on the “many wests” of Canada; that is, the visions
of groups (Ukrainians, Mennonites, etc.) beyond
the well-known majority visions of the Anglo-
Saxon elites and government.

Occasionally, there has been reference to the
“New Jerusalem” of Jews in the west, but the

descriptions have been mostly of the secular ideals of some of the west’s
Jewish pioneers. But even within the minority groups (and, for our case, the
Jews) there are a variety of “wests”, and that’s what I want to highlight. I
very much value the work that has been done, for example, on Usiskin’s
memoir (He is referring to the book, Uncle Mike’s Edenbridge: Memoirs of
a Jewish Pioneer Farmer, translated by Marcia Usiskin Basman, Peguis
Publishers Ltd. 1983), but I want to draw out a more complete picture. 

I was also interested in the mini-travelogues that Horowitz included in
the prefaces to his books, especially to his book Yavo Shiloh. Why did he
include them? Moreover, because the text is in Hebrew, it has been over-
looked. 

JP&N: Did the rabbis leave any lasting influence here and elsewhere in
Western Canada?

RM: As a historian, I am interested in how leadership tried to gain a
foothold for the their own vision of what Judaism should be in their own
generations. In the period I am focusing on–the 1920s–they attempted to
do so with varieties of Judaism that had their roots in different types of
European Jewish experiences, the English experiences of Hertz and
Samuel and the eastern European outlook of Horowitz (even though he
came from Safed). Much of the religious leadership in the subsequent
decades came from rabbis trained in American seminaries. Because of the
significance, however, of the Anglo-Jewish orthodox option, and the
prominent place of Eastern European Jews in Winnipeg and elsewhere in
Canada, Reform Judaism did not achieve the same prominence in Canada
as it did in the United States.

JP&N: What else will you be discussing in your lecture - anything, for
example, about Rabbi Israel Isaac Kahanovitch (October 8, 1872- June 22,
1945)? 

RM: I was very curious, when reading Hertz’s description of his travels
in Western Canada, that he did not mention any religious official other than
his student Samuel. I try to understand, then, why he excluded officials like
Kahanovitch (the Chief Rabbi of Winnipeg and Western Canada for near-
ly 40 years. In 2010 he was named a Person of National Historic
Significance by the Government of Canada, notes Wikipedia.) whose
activities were so well-known. For the answer, come to the lecture!

Dr. Menkis also included a passage from his essay:
“Few Jews traveling to Canada used the 1921 route of Joseph Herman

Hertz (1872 –1946), proud bearer of the title ‘Chief Rabbi of the United
Hebrew Congregations of the British Empire.’ Most Jews....arrived in
Canada’s Atlantic ports. Hertz, however, landed on Canada’s Pacific coast,
beginning the last leg of his ‘pastoral tour of the Jewish communities in the
‘British Overseas Dominions.’

“After he departed from England on October 21, 1920, he travelled to
South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand before arriving in Victoria,
British Columbia on July 4, 1921. During his time in the Canadian West,
he met members of the Jewish community, held discussions with mayors
and premiers, and delivered addresses in prestigious non-Jewish settings
such as the local Canadian Clubs..... It is unlikely that Rabbi Yeshaye
Horowitz (1883 –1977), who lived in Winnipeg between 1923 and 1953,
ever had an audience with a government official, or knew the address of
Winnipeg’s local Canadian Club. Certainly neither of these distinctions
appears in the Sefer –a book on Jewish sacred themes–that he published
several years after his arrival in Winnipeg.” 

The Jewish Heritage Centre 
of Western Canada Inc.

invites you to

The 2018 Switzer Cooperstock Lecture Series

TWO TRAVELLERS AND 
TWO CANADIAN JEWISH WESTS

by
RICHARD MENKIS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 2018 @ 2:00pm
Multipurpose Room

Asper Jewish Community Campus
123 Doncaster Street

Admission is free
Refreshments to follow

For further information please contact Stan Carbone at
(204) 477 – 7467 or scarbone@jhcwc.org

Louis Switzer and Rose Switzer (nee Cooperstock)

By

MARTIN ZEILIG

RICHARD MENKIS
Associate Professor of Modern Jewish
History, University of British Columbia
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This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust at
the Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow,
University Of Manitoba.

English summary of Yiddish column
The new academic year at the University of

Manitoba has started. With the support of the I. L.
Peretz Foundation we can offer the following inter-
esting courses for a diverse student body: Yiddish
Culture in North America taught in English and
Elementary Yiddish. The Yiddish language course is
open for everyone and all are encouraged to attend.
Start your new Jewish year with Mame Loshn. A gut
zis gebentsht yor. Leshana toyve tikasevu vetekhasey-
mu. 

LANNY REMIS
SPEAKERS FORUM
luncheon on Thursdays, 11:45 to 1:30

at the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue
***************************************

Next two sessions: 

September 27th – Roger Berrington – noticed that
new immigrant children, though intelligent, were
falling through the cracks before they even reached
high school, due to lack of a vision and goals. A pro-
gram was needed to guide them through the earlier
grades and help them set their sites on higher achieve-
ments. Hence he founded what he calls The University
of Can, which now produces successful young adults
who, once shown ‘how’, have proven that they ‘can’.

October 4th – Zev Cohen – grew up in the North
End, and went on to a successful career in Israel. At a
recent school reunion he connected with Bernie Bellan
of The Jewish Post & News who suggested we invite
him to address us. Zev is now writing short stories
which are soon (he hopes) to be translated from the
Hebrew, and published in English. They are colourful,
these stories, (I read one) and perhaps smack a little of
the North End scalawag that lurks within.

For more information contact Allan Cantor at 
allanpc@shaw.ca or 204-942-1766

Cost of luncheon $20.

Yiddish reading Circle
The Winnipeg Yiddish Reading Circle will have

its first program of the season on Thursday September
27th, 12:00 - 1:30 PM at the Gwen Secter Creative
Living. The group meets the last Thursday of each
month. All are welcome. For more information, con-
tact Rochelle Zucker at 204 334 0246.

Listen to The Jewish Radio Hour -
Sundays 1:30 - 2:30 PM CDT on

Radio Station CKJS, 810 on the AM
dial or online at ckjs.com

On September 23, the Gerry Posner will present an
interview with Steve Reich, a former Winnipegger
who has careers in Toronto both as a legal strategist
and as well in the musical world. On the Yiddish por-
tion, Rochelle Zucker will feature songs for Sukkes
and Simkhas Toyre.

The hosts on September 30 will be Regine Frankel
and Rochelle Zucker. The spotlight will be on some of
the artists Rochelle saw at the Ashkenaz Festival in
Toronto

You can listen to past presentations on our podcast
website:

https://www.podomatic.com/podcasts/jewishradio-
hour

Follow us on Facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/JewishRadioHourWinni

peg/



City Councillor Marty Morantz plunges into federal politics
By BERNIE BELLAN

In the summer of 1974 Americans – and the rest
of the world as well, were caught up in what
was to become the most enthralling political

scandal in that country’s history to that date:
Watergate.

Young Marty Morantz was then a 12-year-old
camper at Camp Massad. While the rest of his
cohorts were busy enjoying themselves doing what
young campers typically do when they’re at camp,
Morantz says he was obsessed with following the
Watergate scandal, culminating in President
Nixon’s resignation in August of that summer.

That story was told by Morantz at a gathering of
the Remis Lecture Forum at the Shaarey Zedek on
Thursday, September 6. Now about to finish his
term as city councilor for Tuxedo-Charleswood,
Morantz announced in May that he would be enter-
ing into a different jurisdiction in his next foray
into politics: He is seeking the Conservative nomi-
nation for the Federal riding of Charleswood-St. James-Assiniboia-
Headingley. (Why couldn’t they have just it called Winnipeg West, I won-
der? Is it just because it includes Headingley? They why not Winnipeg
West-Headingley?)

Marty Morantz comes from a well-established Winnipeg family. His
father, Saul Morantz, had helped build Globe General Agencies into one of
the leading real estate and commercial management companies in Western
Canada.

Marty himself graduated from Osgoode Hall with a law degree and prac-
ticed law with the firm of Levene Tadman Golub for 23 years.

But, having caught the political bug in 1973, when he said he volunteered
on then-Manitoba Progressive Conservative leader Sidney Spivak’s cam-
paign in that year’s provincial election, he has maintained an active inter-
est in politics ever since, although he never actually stepped forward as a
candidate for any office until 2011.

That year, Morantz told the audience, he was persuaded to seek the
C o n s e r v a t i v e
nomination for the
provincial riding
of River Heights,
which was held by
t h e n - L i b e r a l
leader Jon
Gerrard. Morantz
finished second in
that race, garner-
ing a respectable
33% of the vote in
a riding that has

been held by Gerrard since 1999.
Morantz said he wasn’t really thinking of entering pol-

itics again until, in 2014, the then-city councillor for
Charleswood-Tuxedo, Paula Havixbeck, announced
that, rather than seek re-election to council, she was
going to run for mayor instead.

Morantz decided to enter civic politics and he won that
2014 election to city council by 400 votes.

The day that Morantz was supposed to be sworn in as
a city councilor, however, was bittersweet, as he
explained to the Shaarey Zedek crowd. His father, Saul,
had just passed away in Los Angeles, where he had
moved, and Marty was on his way to the funeral.

While riding in a car to the funeral, however, Morantz
said he received a phone call from newly-elected Mayor
Brian Bowman, who asked Morantz whether he would
consider becoming chair of the very important finance
committee.

Deciding to accept the position, Morantz said that “as
I was saying good bye to my father, I was starting a new

adventure.”
Not sure what to expect in his new role, Morantz explained that “right

after I was sworn in I met with Mike Ruta” (who was then the CFO of the
city). 

“We were supposed to meet for one hour, but we ended up meeting for
four hours,” Morantz observed. “I was quite astounded at what I learned.”

As it turned out, the incoming city council was facing an $80 million
operating deficit in the city’s budget. (By law, the City of Winnipeg is not
allowed to run an operating deficit.)

“We had to find $80 million in savings in only three months,” Morantz
noted.

As he began poring through the budget line by line, Morantz was soon
made aware how enormous the task would be to shave $80 million from the
budget. He told one interesting story to illustrate just how difficult it is to
find “efficiencies” within the civic bureaucracy.

“The city had park police. That was costing close to $1 million,” Morantz
explained. 

“I thought we could turn over patrolling the parks to the Winnipeg Police
Service” without any reduction in efficiency, he suggested.

But the park police - like all civic employees, had a no-layoff clause,
meaning that you couldn’t terminate someone’s employment unless there
was another job at comparable pay available somewhere else within the
city’s workforce.

Still, Morantz didn’t think it would be all that difficult to deal with that
particular requirement until a year later, when he happened to be in
Kildonan Park and he noticed a park police vehicle on the road.

“I thought there would be no park police. I was told that we haven’t been
able to reassign each employee yet,” he said. Welcome to the world of gov-
ernment bureaucracy, Councillor Morantz.

As the inexperienced head of the
finance committee, Morantz said
he received another lesson in how
things are done at City Hall that
came as a major surprise.

“The Winnipeg Police Service
receives approximately 30% of the
entire civic budget,” Morantz
explained. 

At a meeting of the finance com-
mittee, Morantz wanted to ask the
Deputy Chief of Police some ques-
tions about the police budget. The
Deputy Chief refused to answer
those questions.

“He said that those questions
have to be put to him by the Police
Board,” Morantz said. Some
reporters who were in the room
later poked fun at Morantz’s igno-
rance of procedure (although this
story is a classic illustration of why
it is so difficult to get things done
at the civic level more than it is of
one councillor’s naiveté.)

Three years after that first
encounter with being forced to
adhere to bureaucratic norms,
Morantz noted that the city has
been able to rein in increases in the
police budget to the rate of infla-
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Continued on next page.

MARTY MORANTZ
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tion - no
m e a n

accomplishment when you consider that in the last
years of the scandal-plagued Katz administration,
the police had been receiving annual increases in
their budget over 8% per year.

(Interestingly, Morantz said that he was fully
supportive of the vote at City Council which asked
the Province to hold an inquiry into the scandal
surrounding the move of the Public Safety
Building to the former Canada Post tower on
Graham. Ultimately, the Province refused to call
that inquiry.)

Morantz cited some impressive figures to show
just how effective the Bowman administration has
been in bringing runaway spending at City Hall
under control:

The city was able to limit the increase in its budget for 2018 to just 1.28%
- the third year in a row budget increases have been held to no more than
the rate of inflation.

Even working within that constraint, the city has been able to spend $429
million on road repairs in the past four years, Morantz noted, including this
year. 2015 – the first year of the new administration, was the first time the
city had ever spent more than $100 million on road repairs. 423 kilometres
of roads have been repaired in the past four years – the equivalent of repair-
ing the entire Trans Canada Highway between Winnipeg and Regina, he
observed.

Among the other accomplishments of which he’s most proud, Morantz
cited his vote in support of building the Bruce Oake Recovery Centre in
Assiniboia; his vote in favour of ride sharing (even though Uber and Lyfft
are still not here, TappCar is and is apparently doing quite well); his trav-
eling to New York City in 2016 with Mayor Bowman to speak to investors
about Winnipeg’s financial situation; and his vote in favour of ending sev-
erance payouts to city councillors when they retire or are defeated. (On that
last point, even thought the vote in favour was defeated, Morantz said that
both he and Bowman have pledged not to take severance payouts.)

As for why he’s now seeking the Conservative nomination in the riding
of Charleswood-St. James-Assiniboia-Headingley, Morantz said that back
in February he was approached by Scott Fielding, who himself is a former
city councilor, and who is now the MLA for Kirkfield Park (also Minister
of Families in the Pallister government), who asked Morantz to seek the
nomination. (The nomination meeting has not been absolutely confirmed
as of press time, but Morantz told me he’s fairly certain that it will be held
October 14. At the present time there is only one other candidate for the
nomination.)

In the question and answer session that followed his remarks, Morantz
was asked about the controversial extension of the Sterling Lyon Parkway
in Charleswood. The questioner wanted to know whether city “staff does
everything without telling councillors?” (Readers may recall the contro-
versy that arose when residents of Charleswood were initially told there
were three possible extension routes under consideration, but then were
told that a fourth – and previously undisclosed route, had been chosen.)

At the time Morantz who, by that time had been made chair of the infra-
structure committee of city council, claimed that he had not been made
aware of the new route by city planners. As well, Winnipeg CFO Doug
McNeil also claimed that he had not been made aware of the new route.
(Interestingly, I recall talking to Garth Steek at the time, with Steek telling
me there is no way Morantz and McNeil would have been unaware of the
new route. Steek in now a candidate for City Council in River Heights.)

In response to the question though, Morantz had this to say about the
Charleswood extension: “That was one of the most difficult situations I’ve
faced since I was elected…There is a cultural divide between city council-
lors and the public service – a push and pull relationship. They don’t
always give us the information we need.”

Nonetheless, Morantz said that he has always strived to remain on good
terms with city employees. “My philosophy has always been be kind and
generous with the people you’re working with. I would never throw some-
one under the bus,” he stated.

As a result, “if I need a pothole fixed I can call the manager of public
works and get him to send a crew out” to get that pothole fixed, he claimed.

Someone else asked Morantz about the $600,000 the city spent on street
parties during the Winnipeg Jets’ playoff run.

Morantz said that he himself wondered where the money was going to
come from. But, he said, he was told, “We can find the money.” 

“That’s something that’s always bothered me,” he added: that city
bureaucrats always seem able to “find the money”.

Finally, I asked Morantz whether he needs any help in pursuing the
Federal nomination he is seeking. I noted that he has well-known Israeli-
Russian realtor Boris Mednikov supporting him and I wondered whether he
is counting on the sizeable Russian-Israeli community now living in the
Charleswood area to help him secure the nomination.

Morantz answered that over “the last four months I’ve been talking to dif-

ferent groups, including Indo-Canadians and the
Russian-Israeli group. The riding is traditionally
Conservative.” Stephen Fletcher held it for 11 years,
Morantz noted, before losing in the 2015 election to
Liberal Doug Eyolfson. He said that rather than
going door-to-door, which is what individuals seek-
ing a nomination have traditionally done, asking peo-
ple to join the Conservative Party to support him,
he’s been concentrating on reaching out to the exist-
ing solid base of Conservative Party members whose
names are already on the party database.

As a final note to this article, I want to make it clear
that I am not a member of any political party. There
just aren’t that many Jewish politicians in Manitoba,
so when someone does put their name forward, it’s

newsworthy – regardless of their political affiliation. 
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A Taste of Israel comes to Winnipeg with 
Puzzle Israel Chefs’  Culinary Encounters October 3-7

The Rady JCC is pleased to present Puzzle Israel, an experience that
brings three young Israeli chefs to Winnipeg introducing people to Israeli
culture and Israeli cuisine through unique programming always show-
casing Israeli food. Through the Puzzle Israel encounters, Israeli chefs
Nir Margalith, Dor Aloni and Neta Margalith, will bring people together
to enjoy the food they love to cook. To date, Puzzle Israel chefs have
hosted over 150 successful culinary experiences in the US and Canada.  

Puzzle Israel experiences will include hands-on cooking workshops,
teen programs, exciting Israeli cuisine and wine dinners and a family
event. Sharing their love for fresh, authentic Israeli food in fun, hands-
on, culinary adventures, Nir, Dor and Neta will leave novice and experi-
enced chef-participants with skills and stories to share from their own
kitchens.

Puzzle Israel Schedule
Chef’s Jam 
Wednesday, October 3, 7:30 pm 
Sherbrook Deli
102 Sherbrook St.
Our Israeli chefs get-together with local chefs bringing their Israeli
spices and flavours.

Israeli Food & Wine Culinary Experience
Thursday, October 4 , 7:00 pm 
Kitchen Sync
370 Donald St.

At this culinary experience, participants will be able to enjoy a glass of
wine while engaging with the chefs to create gourmet cuisine. The
evening will combine delicious food and drink, entertaining stories, and
the opportunity to learn new cooking skills.

Cooking Workshop & Brunch
Friday, October 5, 11:00 am
Food Studio

3200 Roblin Blvd.
Our Israeli chefs, will share their love for fresh, authentic Israeli food in
a fun, hands-on, culinary workshop following by a delicious brunch.

Teens & Puzzle Israel Shabbat Program 
Friday, October 5,  6:00 pm
Rady JCC
123 Doncaster St.
Teens are invited for a fun and hands-on Israeli cooking lesson as we
welcome in Shabbat.

Israeli Kitchen Encounter
Saturday, October 6, 7:00 pm
Hosted at the home of  Louisa and Ali Raizman

Enjoy this opportunity to cook delicious Israeli food with authentic
Israeli chefs enjoying the fruits of their labour in this culinary fête. Or, sit
back and relax as they cook, sing, and talk with you about the unique
flavours of Middle Eastern dishes and Israeli boutique wines.

Israeli Cooking  Workshop for Families
Sunday, October 7, 1:00 pm
Rady JCC
123 Doncaster St.
Have fun learning to cook yummy Israeli food with our special guest
chefs from Israel.

Enjoy getting to know the real Israel; a unique melting pot  of cultures,
tastes and traditions that will stimulate your taste buds through these spe-
cial encounters of Israeli culture on your palate. Plan on spending a few
hours with these energetic, fascinating, and fun-loving chefs while eating
delicious Israeli dishes originating from all across the ethnically rich –
and diverse – land of Israel. 

Puzzle Israel is presented by the Rady JCC and generously supported
by the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba. Space is limited so get your tick-
ets soon.  For tickets/information, please contact the Rady JCC at (204)
477-7510 or  www.radyjcc.com
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Canada/Israel news

Jim Carr talks about his recent trip to Israel
By BERNIE BELLAN

Following Minister of International Trade
Diversification Jim Carr’s return to Canada, we
were invited to meet with the minister to discuss
firsthand the results of his recent trip to Israel
and the West Bank.

Here are some excerpts from that interview
(which was conducted September 11):

JP&N: “I see that you spoke to an organization
of gays and lesbians in Israel who are involved in
the high-tech sector. It’s interesting that there’s a
specific organization in that particular sector.”

Carr: “Yes – and they’re very active. It’s part
of the unleashing of all this power that has been
marginalized, including women. Only 10% of
Canada’s export industries are owned by women,
so we’re very anxious to make sure that potential
is nurtured and given every opportunity to con-
tribute fully and the same thing is true in the
LGBTQ community. I also spoke to a major con-
ference in Philadelphia led by that community. I
spoke to 1300 people who were ready to go,
make their pitches to suppliers…The world has
changed.”

JP&N: “So they’re identifying themselves
first as gay- lesbian – and not, say, as someone
from a specific company?”

Carr: “Thy are – and very comfortable, and very excited to show the
capacity within their companies to the supply chain worldwide and, of
course, Canada’s a big supporter of that initiative, which is part of our pro-
gressive trade agenda.”

JP&N: “By the way, I see you helped establish a Canadian-Palestinian
Business Council.”

Carr: “Yes, in Ramallah. The last time I was in the West Bank and Gaza
was for the Palestinian elections that I covered as a journalist.”

JP&N: “In 2006?”
Carr: “No, in 1996.”
JP&N: “So, those would have been the first elections there.”
Carr: “Yes, and I traveled in a car from East Jerusalem with Sol Kanee

who, at the time was treasurer of the World Jewish Congress. The purpose
of that trip was to talk to the ‘Mukhtar’ of Deir ‘Ammar’ (which is near
Ramallah), who happens to be the father of Mo Zeid, who owns the Food
Fares in Winnipeg.

“He embraced Sol Kanee and Sol embraced him.”

JP&N: “I want to switch gears and ask you about this business with
Dimitri Lascaris going after two Liberal Jewish Members of Parliament,
where he strongly insinuated they are more loyal to Israel than to Canada.
I would assume that all Jewish Members of Parliament are considered ipso
facto to be pro Israel. Lascaris though said he didn’t even know you were
Jewish. Has being Jewish ever put you in a bind where you felt you
were somehow in a conflict position in Cabinet, having to decide
whether you have ”dual loyalties?”

Carr: “No – and I can only speak for myself. I am not in Cabinet to
represent Jewish interests to the Government of Canada, but I’m
Jewish, so I bring with me my sensitivities, my sensibilities, who I am
as a person – and who I am as a person is very much a product of how
I was raised in the community in which I was raised and with which I
still feel a very close association as early as today – when I was in syn-
agogue. (The interview took place the afternoon of the second day of
Rosh Hashanah.)”

JP&N: “So, when you met with Palestinians, did they know you
were Jewish?”

Carr: “I was there with Mel Lazareck! We talked
about the Arab-Jewish Dialogue. We talked about it in
Tel Aviv; we talked about it in Ramallah.”

JP&N: “Let me bring in the problem of BDS. I told
Lascaris (when I interviewed him) that one of the
effects of the BDS movement was to force the shut-
down of a very large Sodastream factory in the West
Bank, which resulted in 250 Palestinians losing good
jobs. I asked him whether that bothered him. (You
can read what Lascaris had to say about that in my
story about him on page 1.) Did you get any impres-
sion from talking to Palestinian businesspeople how
they feel about BDS?”

Carr: “I can’t speak for them. I can only speak for
the Government of Canada. We’re opposed to it
(BDS). There was a resolution in the Parliament of
Canada. We’re absolutely opposed to any restriction
in the free movement of goods and services. The
Israeli economy is humming. They’re among the
most active nations in the world in start-up and inno-
vation. They’re the envy…they’re a model. They
have resources to invest in Canada, they have part-
nerships to forge with Canadian companies. The pur-
pose of my visit was to deepen these contacts and I
think there is tremendous potential to increase the
economic activity between Israel and Canada. I see

every possibility that will help to create jobs in Canada and help the Israeli
economy – which is booming, at the same time.”

JP&N: “When I was reading the Global Affairs Canada release about
your trip, I saw that the total value of trade between Canada and Israel was
$1.7 billion, but Canada’s exports to Israel were only $450 million” (led by
agriculture, fish and seafood products, according to the release). “In which
areas then do you think Canada can increase exports to Israel? I noticed, for
instance, that there was a picture of you visiting with a Nova Scotia archi-
tectural firm in Tel Aviv.”

Carr: “They have a design contract for a Tel Aviv subway station…
Some of the areas in which there are possibilities for expanded trade
include aerospace, defense industries – their technologies are well
advanced; we have lots to learn from them; agriculture…there are five or
six sectors in the economy where we already have trade and where trade
can be deepened. Also, intellectual property, brainpower…tons of brain-
power goes back and forth. We’re always looking to enhance contact
among students who learn about each other’s country and, when they grad-
uate, they have a special affection for that country.

“There’s a lot of affection in Israel for Canada. I met with a number of
leading politicians, administrators and business leaders and, to a man – or
woman, they were very grateful to Canada, for our support of Israel, and
very keen to deepen economic ties, which was the principal reason for my
visit.”

�
Bagels and Blocks! 

 

Irma Penn School Of Jewish Learning at Temple Shalom is 
proud to announce its new pre-school program Bagels and 
Blocks, an interactive program for 3 and 4 year old children and 
their parents that will engage your child/children and make them 
feel positive about their Jewish heritage.  

Please join us on Sunday mornings for this creative Toddler/ 
Parent Program that will expose you and your child to Jewish 
songs, dance, holidays, Hebrew language, Shabbat, and of 
course food....a program that provides parents the opportunity 
to learn alongside their children and build community with other 
adults with young children.  

Sundays 10:30-11:45am. Classes begin September 23. Cost: - 
Members - $180; Non-members - $200.��

Minister Jim Carr speaking to a  high-
tech LGBTQ organization in Tel Aviv

Kim Kardashian to be face of Israeli sunglasses 
brand alongside Bar Refaeli

(JTA) – Kim Kardashian will join Israeli model Bar Refaeli as a
face of Carolina Lemke, an Israeli sunglasses brand.

The American reality TV star will also invest a hefty $30 million in
the company, which is partly owned by Refaeli, the Israeli business
daily Globes reported. The pair will be photographed together for a
publicity campaign, according to Haaretz, and Kardashian will visit
Israel in March.

Kardashian will also be a partner in the creation of her own limit-
ed edition glasses line, which she will promote. The partnership is
part of the 7-year-old company’s expansion into the U.S. market.

Kardashian visited Israel in April 2015 with her husband, rapper
Kanye West. The couple baptized their daughter, North, at the
Cathedral of St. James in Jerusalem’s Armenian Quarter.
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Community news

BerMax Caffé goes non-kosher
By BERNIE BELLAN

Opened less than four years ago (in December 2014), BerMax Caffé
& Bistro, located at 1800 Corydon Avenue, has surprised many of
its Jewish customers by making the decision to go non-kosher

(meaning it is no longer under any kind of kosher supervision) as of
September 10.

The BerMax Facebook page says that “Our menu will remain as is, but
now we will be open 7 days a week with extended hours and larger cock-
tail/wine menu.”

Apparently the decision to abandon what had always been a fairly daring
venture came about as a result of the business having to remain closed for
Shabbat. Added to the problems facing the owners of BerMax, the cost of
using kosher foods that met a higher standard of kashrut than other facili-

ties in this city that also
carry a kosher endorse-
ment proved difficult.

While BerMax was a
strictly dairy operation,
its use of dairy products
that were labeled
“Chalav Yisrael”  was a
factor in its facing higher
costs than other opera-
tions in this city that
carry a kosher designa-
tion. (Chalav Yisrael is a
style of kashrut that
adheres to a very strict
standard of what consti-
tute kosher dairy prod-
ucts. Only observant
Jews are allowed to han-

dle the products, for
instance.)

Apparently when word that BerMax was considering opening on
Saturdays (and Friday evenings), the suggestion was made to the owners
of the restaurant that they come under the supervision of Western Kosher,
which supervises other kosher facilities in this city.

While BerMax did adhere to a higher standard of kashrut than any other
food establishment in this city, according to the owners of BerMax, its
being supervised by representatives of the Chabad Lubavitch movement in
Winnipeg came at no cost to BerMax. Thus, the idea that it would come
under a different form of kosher supervision was rejected by the owners as
a non-starter.

Still, BerMax had become a dining spot where some Orthodox members
of our community – as well as Orthodox out-of-towners, felt comfortable
patronizing. 

Yet, according to Maxim Berent, over 80% of the restaurant patrons are
not Jewish and, of the Jewish clientele, the majority have told him that they
are not strictly kosher. In Berent’s assessment  many of the Jewish patrons
had been coming to BerMax, not only for the food, but because it had
became a popular meeting place for Jews.

However, Berent noted that a number of  Orthodox Jewish families in
Winnipeg rarely or never patronized BerMax, despite its level of kosher
supervision. Thus, the decision to go non-kosher should hardly lose the
restaurant many customers, predicts Berent.

According to  Berent, moreover, BerMax still has plans to open new
locations elsewhere in Canada and the U.S. 

As might be expected, when we spoke with various members of our
community who are involved in the supervision of kashrut in Winnipeg,
they expressed deep disappointment at BerMax’s decision to go non-
kosher. No one though wanted to go on the record with a public comment
about what BerMax has done.

We were also told that the situation with Gunn’s Bakery, where it has
been allowed to remain open Saturdays through an arrangement whereby
the business is sold to a non-Jew for Shabbat, then sold back, aroused a cer-
tain amount of resentment from BerMax (as well as Desserts Plus, which
is also under kosher supervision.)

We asked Maxim Berent whether he would consider trying to emulate the
Gunn’s model, but he dismissed that as a possibility. 

BerMax Caffé & Bistro at 1800 Corydon 
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WE WISH YOU SHANA 
TOVA AND MAY YOU 
ALL BE INSCRIBED IN 
THE BOOK OF LIFE

www.BerMaxCaffe.com
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Joanne Seiff

Striving and Building more in 5779

Iwanted to share an interesting issue I stum-
bled into while reading online. It was in a
Jewish discussion group. The short version

(without violating anyone’s privacy) was that
one person would be having surgery in the days
before Yom Kippur. She was struggling with the
concept that she couldn’t fast, as she had to be
eating and drinking frequently, in small amounts,
after the surgery.

It took me a while to figure this post out. This was bigger than the obser-
vance of a specific commandment. This was a person who was having a
weight-loss procedure. Her issues around food were likely larger than fasting
on Yom Kippur. The people in the discussion group emphasized how impor-
tant the surgery was to her long term health. (Nobody embarrassed her by ask-
ing difficult questions.) Meanwhile, another person in the group was having
shoulder surgery. She worried about how she would hold a prayer book. This
seemed easier to solve, as it was a physical
and not a psychological issue. Suggestions
flew across the web: A music stand, a lectern,
or a friend who could help, etc.

As a kid, growing up in the Reform move-
ment, there was a great emphasis put on fast-
ing on Yom Kippur. Fasting was a sign that
you were really invested in the holiness of
the day. Yet, this wasn’t something done on
other fast days, or even in terms of other
mitzvot. (commandments) My family was
involved in the Jewish community every
day, but on Yom Kippur, I remember seeing people at our congregation,
putting a big energy into fasting – that I hardly saw at other times of the year.

When I was in university and when I met my husband, I was introduced
to people with many other ways of observing Jewish tradition (or not.) His
family is everything from secular to Lubavitch, with every variation in
between. He pointed out that when you’re sick, a rabbi would tell you not
to fast. He pointed out that in his extended family, there were people who
fasted but did not attend synagogue, and those who attended synagogue
daily, but couldn’t fast for health reasons. He reminded me that this isn’t all
that clear cut, even if it initially looks that way.

When we learn about Judaism, often as kids before bar or bat mitzvah
age, we’re presented with a lot of information in binaries. It’s all black and
white, but that is also the way most grade school children absorb any new
information, not just Jewish content. As we age, we learn that in fact, the
world is often more complex. It’s not so clear-cut, it’s often multiple vari-
ations of gray (never mind chartreuse) instead.

Health issues, child rearing, our work lives–these all affect how we
observe holidays. There is no universal measuring stick that indicates how

this works, either. Things change over our lives…having kids or an illness
can affect our observances. Some people fast easily, and others build sukkot
(temporary hut dwellings) without a fuss. Others cannot fast without serious
issues, and I’d bet there are plenty of people in the Jewish community who
hesitate, for one reason or another, to erect a sukkah on their own.

The thing that does remain constant, for everyone, is the emphasis on
striving to do more and be better people in the year to come. Wherever you
are, in your Jewish practice, or in the way you treat others, or in your busi-
ness dealings, you can probably grow and improve. Much the way we
encourage a new swimmer to go a bit farther in the pool? We can choose to
make change in our lives.

There are definitely people out there who are Jewish but don’t think
about mitzvot (commandments) or commit to attending any synagogue or
fasting. However, some of those same people may pride themselves in
being ethical in their business, in how they treat others, or even in how they
treat animals. They may not even realize that these, too, are Jewish values.

There are also so many ways in which
these are particular Jewish concerns that
link us to other faith communities. One of
the pillars of Islam is jihad–and no, it’s not
all about holy war. For faithful Muslims,
this concept is about “striving”–striving to
be a better student, family member, worker,
observant Muslim and onwards. Christians
often speak about love, but when you have
to put that into action? It’s work to think
about how to put compassionate acts
towards other first? This is hard work in our

daily lives, no matter your religion.
Whatever your community, you can offer others that supportive presence

that helps them to become the people they aim to be. It’s in a community,
whether it’s physical or an online discussion group, that we can unwrap our
concerns and get help in solving obstacles that keep us from doing what
we’d hoped in life. (Jewishly, or otherwise)

I love Sukkot and am looking forward to spending time in the Sukkah
outdoors. However, it’s also a time to welcome people in as guests –and
build that supportive space. You may not build a sukkah, or wave a Lulav
and Etrog, but you too can be a builder! Start by supporting others as they
strive towards being their best selves. It starts with a smile, a welcoming
invitation or a positive response. Happy 5779! May it be everything that
you hope to become! 

Joanne Seiff has written for CBC-Manitoba as well as Jewish publica-
tions like this one. She’s the author of three books, including one about the
Winnipeg Jewish Community– From the Outside In: Jewish Post Columns
2015-2016. This book’s available at McNally-Robinson and online at
Amazon in hard copy and digital download. Read more on her blog:
www.joanneseiff.blogspot.com

By

JOANNE SEIFF

Wherever you are, in your Jewish prac-
tice, or in the way you treat others, or in
your business dealings, you can proba-

bly grow and improve. Much the way we
encourage a new swimmer to go a bit
farther in the pool? We can choose to

make change in our lives.



In a matter of
a week or
two, Major

L e a g u e
Baseball fans
whose teams
have qualified
for the playoffs
will be treated
to some top-

notch entertainment, while the also-ran
clubs such as the Toronto Blue Jays,
Baltimore Orioles, and Chicago White
Sox have been showcasing minor league
talent to their diminishing crowds for
some time now. 

Well, to be perfectly candid, I have
been thoroughly enjoying being exposed
to the numerous hopefuls who have been
featured at the aforementioned ballparks.
As of September 1st, the dugouts are vir-
tually overloaded with aspirants who
have laboured most of the season at the
AAA level. In the case of the Blue Jays
that would be the best that the Buffalo Bisons
can offer at that level. 

One of the best stories of the latter part of this
season for the Blue Jays has been the emergence
of a Jewish first baseman by the unlikely name
of ROWDY TELLEZ (full name Ryan John
Tellez) who was a call up from the aforemen-
tioned farm team. The 23-year-old prospect
looks like a heavyweight prizefighter. He is 6’4”
and tips the scales at 225 lbs. 

The LH batter and thrower was called up on
September 3rd. Rowdy was born in Sacramento,
California and drafted in the 30th round (895
overall) - not a high draft selection, but neither
was Jays’ Jewish centre fielder, Kevin Pillar,
who was selected in the 23rd round - and that
was an outright steal. 

Rowdy, who had never played a game in the
Majors, was drafted straight out of high school.
When summoned from the farm team in Buffalo
he was hitting .270, had 13 homers, and had dri-
ven in 50 runs. He contributed an on-base per-
centage of .345. Rowdy was with the Jays just
over 24 hours when he wasted little time making
an impression. He drove the first pitch he saw in
the bigs into the outfield for a RBI double. That
feat was followed by another double and then
another. 

Rowdy was extremely close with this dad Greg
who had hoped to be at his son’s debut on the
fifth of September but didn’t make it in time. To
make him even more despondent, his mother had
passed away from cancer just a few short weeks
prior. Rowdy is extremely fond of his dad. He
shared his feelings of gratitude with others when
he arrived in Toronto, to wit: “My father has
always been there for me, and always did every-
thing baseball-related with me. He was my first
coach and first everything. All the weeks we
spent together after he came home tired from
work and even when he didn’t have energy.”

Dad arrived in Toronto late on the eve of his
son’s debut and missed his first game.
Nonetheless, Rowdy went directly to Pearson
International airport and waited till close to mid-
night to embrace his proud and ecstatic father
and presented him with the baseball that signi-
fied his first ever hit and said that it was for
mom. 

As of September 13th the young man is hitting
.409. Of course, that is in the early going. His
specialty appears to be extra-base hits and he is
also drawing the attention of opposition players
as well as teammates. 

It should also be noted that young Tellez is
somewhat of a speedster for a man of his bulk

and he may not neces-
sarily require some-
one to run the bases
on his behalf. His
emergence could also
change the Jay’s first
base future by altering
management’s plans
as to who else might
now be available as
trade bait. 
POST PATTER: 

You may have
noticed that in the
September 5th sports
column in which I
wrote my annual
“Jews in Pro Hockey”
story that there was a
glaring omission, the
reason being that I
couldn’t locate the
whereabouts of MIKE
C A M M A L L E R I .

Well, all good things must end someday. 
Unless a NHL club makes him an offer he

can’t refuse, it appears as if the now 36 year-old
has reached the end of the road. The 2001 round
two draftee of the Los Angeles Kings was born
in Toronto and  played with the Calgary Flames,
Montreal Canadiens, New Jersey Devils and
Edmonton Oilers. 

His scoring fell off in the in the 2017-18 cam-
paign. While with L.A., in 15 games the left-
winger had 3 goals and 4 assists and finished the
season with Edmonton where, in 51 games Mike
managed just 4 goals and 18 assists for a total of
7 goals and 22 helpers. Total career numbers:
906 games, 294 goals and 348 assists for a point
total of 642 points. Despite being only 5’9” and
185 lbs., he was one tough hombre who was
highly respected by teammates and opposition
players alike. I wouldn’t be surprised if he
stayed in the game in some capacity. 

He is a University of Michigan grad - the son
of a Jewish mother, Ruth, and a Sicilian father.
Mike has one sister, Melanie. His maternal
grandparents are Holocaust survivors from
Poland and Czechoslovakia. 

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former
school teacher, and covers football and hockey
for Canadian Press and Broadcast News. 

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. 
Send news about Jewish sports to Harvey

Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V
1W7, e-mail: harv360@shaw.ca
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Les, Lumena,
Michaela, Jaron  & Sofia

wish everyone a 
Happy and Healthy New Year

and a Happy Sukkot
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His name is Rowdy, but he’s quite well-mannered
and extremely talented 

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN

ROWDY TELLEZ sum-
moned from the AAA
Buffalo farm team of the
Blue Jays. 
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OBITUARIES
Obituaries, Unveilings and In Memoriams, $8 per
column inch. Extra charge for photo $15.
Please e-mail obituaries to jewishp@mymts.net

MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
SEPT.  19

LAURIE BLOCK
In the final hours of August 29th, on his own terms

and with a peaceful spirit, Laurie Block passed away.
Despite his struggle over the past 6 years, Laurie
maintained his intelligence, sensitivity and sense of
humour to the end, winning the hearts of all those in the
care home in the same way he had endeared himself to
friends and family throughout his life.

Laurie leaves a marvelous legacy, a gift to us all. An
award-winning writer & storyteller, Laurie’s work
appeared onstage, in Canadian anthologies & maga-
zines & in 3 volumes of poetry, including a bilingual
collection, & Time Out of Mind (2006), for which he
received the inaugural Lansdowne Prize for Poetry.

Laurie’s family would like to express our sincere
gratitude to the staff of the Simkin Centre Personal
Care Home. Their thoughtfulness and compassion for
both Laurie and the rest of us were strongly evident
throughout his stay and during his passing.

At Laurie’s request, a Celebration of Life will be held
mid-October. Notice of location and date will be an-
nounced closer to the event on the Prairie Fire website
(www.prairiefire.ca) and its Facebook page.

Expressions of condolence and short stories about
Laurie may be sent to the funeral Centre’s website
(www.neilbardalinc.com).

Donations in memory of Laurie may be made to a
charity of your choice.

In Memoriam

In loving remembrance of our
beloved and visionary
father and grandfather

ISRAEL ASPER
OC, OM

who passed away
October 7, 2003

11 Days in Tishrei
— Still so much in our hearts
and sadly missed by his
children, grandchildren and
friends.  Not a day goes by
where we don't think of him,
and wish he were still here
with us.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of
DR. MORRIS

BRODER
We love you dearly and miss
you every day!
— Your loving wife Shirley,
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

4th Yahrzeit
Yud Ches Tishrei

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
daughter and sister

BRINA
ERENBERG

who passed away
October 6, 1976

13 Days in Tishrei
Her soul touched every
human being
With everlasting love and life
eternal.
— Ever  remembered and sadly
missed by her mother,  brothers
and sister.

In loving memory of

SYLVIA
POLLOCK
who passed away
October 1, 1993

16 Days in Tishrei
— Always in our hearts and
lovingly remembered by her
husband, children, grand-
children, family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM
SILVERBERG

who passed away
September 22, 1980
12 Days in Tishrei

— Sadly missed by his
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of

SARAH
SILVERBERG

who passed away
October 4, 1990

15 days in Tishrei
— Sadly missed by her
children and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

20th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FRANCES
STANDIL
who passed away
October 2, 1998

12 Days in Tishrei
— Always remembered by
your family and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

LILLIAN
TRACHTENBERG

who passed away
October 7, 2014

14 days in Tishrei
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

4th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

Sept. 23, 1954 - Sept. 10, 2002
25 Elul, 5714 - 5 Tishrei, 5763

SHELLEY
WEISS

— Loved and missed by  Erin
and Evan, Francie and Eric,
Abby, Jill and Richard,
Beverley and Bryan, Michael
and Lainie.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RAE
WINESTOCK

who passed away
September 20, 2013

16 days in Tishrei 5774
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children, grand-
children and family.

5th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FAY YARMAN
who passed away

September 21, 1994
16 Days in Tishrei

In mind a constant thought
In heart a silent sorrow
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her loving nieces,
nephews, great nieces and
nephews and great-great
nieces and nephews.

WALTER SYDNEY STERN
Walter Sydney Stern,

also known as Syd from
Syd’s Carousel, peacefully
passed away on Saturday,
August 25, 2018, at the
Grace Hospital, at the age
of 93.

Walter is survived by his
loving children, Jo Ann,
Lewis and wife Deb and

David and wife Marsha. Walter will be missed by his
eight grandchildren, Kamala, Leyla, Sara, Max, Saw-
yer, Zev, Nathan and Jason. Walter also had a tribe of
great-grandchildren that, while far away, connected
with him often.

Walter dealt with many tragic events over his 93
years. His first wife Doreen (Eaton) and oldest son
Keith both died of Cancer well before their time. Zora
(Ditlove) his second wife, also died of Cancer and died
exactly 17 years ago to the day and hour of Walter’s
passing.

Walter served with the R.C.A.F.’s 422 and 424
Bomber Command during the Second World War.
Despite this experience and others during his life,
Walter was a remarkable man who had a very positive
view on life.

His many passions included hockey, baseball, the
horse races and collecting hockey cards. His biggest
passion was his family. Walter was selfless and would
help family whenever and with whatever he could. He
was centered on being able to do the right thing. Walter
was a true “mensch” with a passion for his family and
religion.

Walter’s positivity and his ability to adapt and move
on were truly inspirational. Walter had the power to
enter a room and change the mood. His warm smile
meant he was very approachable and he could start a
conversation with anyone as long as they were willing
to talk about the weather, politics, the Winnipeg Jets or
the Blue Bombers. Most importantly, he loved talking
about his grandchildren and great-grandchildren. They
were the center of his life.

Walter’s family would like to thank the staff at the
Grace Hospital, all of whom helped make Dad’s final
hours as comfortable as they could be. You were kind,
patient and sincere; much like our Dad was his whole
life. Finally, we would like to thank Dr. Ismail Moham-
med and his staff for over 40 years of personalized care.

DAD, WE WILL ALWAYS LOVE
AND REMEMBER YOU.

The funeral was held on Monday, August 27 at the
Shaarey Zedek Synagogue. A special thanks to Walter’s
pallbearers: Ben Berkal, Mark Ditlove, Cyril Labman,
David Pfeffer, Max Stern and Zev Stern.

In keeping with Walter’s wishes and spirit, in lieu of
flowers, please make any donations to the Shaarey-
Zedek Minyan Fund Synagogue or a charity of your
choice.
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF
SEPT.  26

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MRS. NETTIE FOX
who passed away

September 23, 1977
11 Days in Tishrei

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her daughter,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BERNIE
GOLDSTEIN

who passed away
October 6, 2017

16 days in Tishrei, 5778
— Always remembered with
much love & sadly missed by
your loving wife, children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
31st Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

TABL GUNER
who passed away
October 9, 1987

16 days in Tishrei
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

SHEILA
GUTKIN

who passed away
September 14, 2016

11 days in Elul
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her loving husband,
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren and
family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RHEA
KRAWETZ
who passed away

September 11, 2017
Her beautiful memory will live
on forever.
— Deeply missed by her
children, grandchildren,
mother, family and many
friends.

In Memoriam
In memory of

SYD HENDIN
who passed away

September 24, 2006
As time unfolds
memories keep you near
— Dearly loved and forever
missed by your loving wife
Shirley and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DAVID HENDIN
who passed away

September 28, 2005
24 Days in Elul

Memories we tenderly hold to
love to cherish and never forget.
— Deeply missed by beloved
wife Bernice, children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of our dear
wife, mother and

grandmother

SARAH
HENOCH
who passed away

September 25, 1993
10 Days in Tishrei

In mind a constant thought
In heart a silent sorrow.
- With tears in our eyes and an
ache in our hearts, we light a
candle in your beautiful
memory.
— Your love is our legacy

In loving memory of

ZLOTA
MARGOLIS

who passed away
September 19, 2010
11 days in Tishrei

— Missing your beautiful
smile and infectious laugh.
Heartbroken by your absence,
forever loved and missed by
your children and grand-
children.

In Memoriam

18th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOE WOHL
who passed away
October 10, 2000
11 days in Tishrei

With aching hearts we lovingly
remember and miss you.
— Your  children, grand-
children, great-grandchildren,
family and friends.

In Memoriam
5th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MASHA
(MASHKA) LIBA

BERENHAUT
who passed away

September 23, 2013
19 Days in Tishrei

Five years have passed
Your absence is greatly felt
We miss you, we love  you and

you will always be on our minds
and in our hearts forever.

— Your children, grand-
children and great-grand-
children.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JODI LAYNE
BERNSTEIN

who passed away
September 29, 1981

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by your family.

In loving memory of

Mrs. TOBY
(Teibel) BINDER

who passed away
October 12, 1968
20 Days in Tishrei

— Sadly missed in the hearts
of her daughter-in-law,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

FLORENCE
GUNN

who passed away
October 9, 1998

19 days in Tishrei
— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by her children
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

CHARLES
BOYCE

who passed away
September 25, 2007
13 days in Tishrei

— Remembered daily, missed
deeply and forever loved
Geraldine, Richard, Kenny
and Alex and family.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BELLE DAITER
who passed away
October 5, 2004
20 days Tishrei

— Sadly remembered and
always loved by her  daughters,
brother and their families.

14th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam
23rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

WILLIAM (BILL)
GREENFIELD

who passed away
October 13, 1995

19 days in Tishrei, 5756
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.
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In loving memory of

BEN LUNGEN
who passed away
October 5, 2009

17 days in Tishrei
— Deeply missed and lovingly
remembered by his children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
9th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RAYMOND
MINKIN

who passed away
September 27, 2004
12 Days in Tishrei

— Lovingly remembered and
sadly missed by his wife
Beverly and son Shane.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RUBY MINUK
who passed away
October 12, 2014
18  days in Tishrei

— Forever loved and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren, family and
friends.

In Memoriam
13th Yahrzeit

In loving memory
of our dearest

mother and grandmother

EVA (CHAVA)
MLYNARSKI

who passed away
October 22, 2005
19 Days in Tishrei

Though absent, you are always
near.
We light a candle in your
beautiful memory.
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by your children and
grandchildren.

In loving memory of

SLUVA
POLLOCK
who passed away
October 7, 1982

20 Days in Tishrei
— Sadly missed and
always remembered by her
children, grandchildren,
great-grandchildren, family
and friends.

In Memoriam

34th Yahrzeit
In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM
SEGAL

who passed away
October 18, 1984
22 Days in Tishrei

Already thirty-four years have
passed since you left us. Our
sorrow will forever be as great
as the day you were taken from
us and your memory shall never
be forgotten in the hearts of
your daughter, Edna,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RONNIE SEGAL
who passed away
October 17, 2008
18 Days in Tishrei

— Always in our hearts and
forever loved by her children
and grandchildren.

10th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JOE
SILVERBERG

who passed away
October 21, 2011
23 days in Tishrei

 Always remembered and
forever missed.
— Your loving wife, children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BESSIE
(ABELLS)

STRONGER
who passed away

September 30, 1996
17 Days in Tishrei

— Deeply loved and forever
missed by her children Barry,
Marcy, Michael and Zoa and
Lyle and the rest of her family.
May your sense of humor and
source of strength be embodied
in your great grand-daughter,
your namesake Elizabeth.

In Memoriam
3rd Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

JOE ZELCER
who passed away
October 4, 2015

21 days in Tishrei
So terribly missed, no amount
of tears ease our pain. The
wonderful memories of our
lives together sustain and guide
us. Joe, you will always be
remembered with much love,
admiration, and the deepest of
respect.
— Your loving wife Ruth and
children Sharon and Gary,
Hartley and Peppi, Shelley and
Paul, and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
30th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

SAM FLEISHER
who passed away

September 28, 1988
17 Days in Tishrei, 5749

— Sadly missed and forever
remembered by his children
Miriam and Wil, daughter in
law Doreen, and grand-
children Zach, Ben, Gideon
and Raisa.

In loving memory of

MORRIS
(MOISHE)
LEVINE

who passed away
October 8, 1993

23 Days in Tishrei
— Lovingly remembered by
Marcia.

In Memoriam

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

DR. BRIAN
BROOKER
who passed away
October 5, 2012

19 days in Tishrei
Lovingly remembered, always
loved, never forgotten.
— With love your beloved
family and friends.

In Memoriam
15th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

ELEANOR
CHOCHINOV

who passed away
October 17, 2003
21 Days in Tishrei

— Lovingly remembered and
missed by her husband,
children, grandchildren, and
family.

In loving memory of

ALAN LEVINE
who passed away
August 19, 2014

23 days in Av
— Lovingly remembered by
his sister Marcia.

In Memoriam

Mark
Zuckerberg

posts video of
himself blowing

shofar
(JTA) – Facebook

founder and CEO
Mark Zuckerberg
posted a video of
himself blowing a
several-foot-long
shofar.

Zuckerberg exe-
cuted a perfect
tekiyah-teruah-she-
varim combination
on the twisted ram’s
horn as one of his
daughters is heard
crying in the back-
ground.

The video was
posted on Monday
evening, the second
night of Rosh
Hashanah, under the
heading “Shana tova
and a sweet new
year!”

“I got a little car-
ried away on my
teruah,” he later
quipped in the com-
ments section.

Many of the com-
ments wished the
billionaire a shanah
tova (happy new
year) in return.

“It’s ok to toot
your own horn once
in a while,” read
another comment.

Zuckerberg had
the opportunity to
educate some of his
Facebook followers,
after several asked
about the shofar and
what Rosh
Hashanah is. One
follower pointed out
that it was also the
New Year on the
Muslim calendar,
e d u c a t i n g
Zuckerberg as well.

The post has had
some 1 million
views and more than
8,200 comments.

Zuckerberg has
posted snippets of
his Jewish life in the
past. In May he
posted a photo of
himself and his wife
holding a tray of
homemade haman-
taschen. “Baking
hamentashen. Chag
sameach! – celebrat-
ing Purim with
Priscilla Chan,” read
the post.

In a Facebook post
in December 2016,
Zuckerberg said he
was once an atheist
but now believes
that “religion is very
important.” The
style came after he
wished his followers
a “Merry Christmas
and Happy
Hanukkah” on Dec.
25, 2016.
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Community news

Symposium on Israel, Palestine & International Law attracts 125 attendees
By BERNIE BELLAN

Winnipeg played host to a three-day
symposium at the Fort Garry Hotel
from September 7-9 whose title was

“Israel, Palestine & International Law”. There
were eight different sessions over the three
days. According to one of the organizers, 125
individuals had registered for the symposium.

Apparently though, I was the only individual
there representing a media organization,
although the entire proceedings of the sympo-
sium are now available for viewing online. To a
certain extent I have to admit how uncomfort-
able a situation I put myself in by attending this
symposium. Let’s be honest: It was three days
of almost unremitting piling on Israel, judging
by the titles of each session. The exception to
that would have been when David Matas gave
a lengthy talk on “Israel, International Law &
Peace” Sunday morning.

Elsewhere in this issue you can find a fairly lengthy article about a con-
troversial tweet made by well-known critic of Israel Dimitri Lascaris, who
was one of the panelists during the symposium. I took great pains to
attempt to present a balanced report about the controversy surrounding
Lascaris’s tweet in my report. One of the main reasons I wanted to do that
was to demonstrate to some of the individuals who attended the symposium
– as well as anyone reading this or viewing my interview with Lascaris
online, that a journalist representing a Jewish newspaper in North America
can present views that are highly critical of Israel in a fair manner.

But – I don’t want to go overboard in providing a detailed review of other
sessions that I attended the weekend of Sept. 7-9. Suffice to say that the
panelists who I did hear came well prepared with reams of material all
intended to show that Israel is consistently in breach of international law.

That’s all well and good, I kept thinking to myself as I sat through con-
stant references to the Fourth Article of the Geneva Convention – and other
laws and resolutions that have been passed over the years that would all
seem to lead to the conclusion that Israel ranks among the most egregious
violators of laws of all nations in the world.

Look, I know that if it comes down to an academic debate – as it did to
a certain extent on Sunday, September 9 when David Matas’s remarks were
followed by a response from Michael Lynk, Associate Professor of Law at
the University of Western Ontario, also the 7th Special Rapporteur on the
situation of human rights in the Palestinian Territory, it’s pretty tough to
give a solid defense of Israel.

As Matas pointed out during one of his exchanges with Lynk, however
“the trouble with international law is generally it puts people into taking
positions – I’m right and you’re wrong, whereas negotiations require some
sort of give and take.” Later, when asked what kind of framework exists for
negotiations between Israelis and Palestinians, Matas suggested the “frame-
work for current negotiations is past negotiations and the agreements that
have been signed: The ‘Roadmap’, The Oslo Accords, the Wye agreement,
and so on… We’ve got a pretty good framework already for negotiating a
settlement.”

But – let’s be honest, the very title of the symposium indicated that it was
going to provide individuals who have all pretty much made up their minds
that Israel is a pariah state with even further ammunition that would only
confirm already deeply held beliefs. Sure, Israel is not the only country that
is on the receiving end of opprobrium from much of the international com-
munity – but I don’t have to refer to the well researched pieces Myron Love
often produces in this paper to show that Israel is singled out for criticism
more than any other country in the world. 

What interests me more than rehashing old debates is trying to see
whether there is any glimmer of hope that the walls which seem to be
becoming more and more entrenched between defenders of Israel and its
detractors can ever be reduced. To that end the very fact that David Matas
was invited to participate in this symposium was, in itself, at least a gesture
on the part of the organizers that they were willing to listen to a perspective
that would be at odds with almost everything else that was going to be heard

over the course of the three day symposium.
As well, there was an interesting interjection

Saturday afternoon by a woman who identified
herself as “Indigenous”. While voicing strong
sympathy for the Palestinians cause, she observed
that “the movement in solidarity with Palestinians
is an academic, legal movement, and not a grass
roots movement. I am the only Indigenous woman
here today. We are not welcome in this movement.
It is a white person movement here today.”

Now, I know that symposium organizers might
accuse me of being highly selective in referring to
the comments made by that Indigenous woman –
and she did go on to voice strong support for
Palestinians, but her observation about who was
attending this particular symposium was quite
valid. It was predominantly a white – and older
audience. 

That being said, however, when David Matas
spoke, there were no interruptions. Questioners

following his presentation were polite. Matas’s and Lylk’s exchange was
cordial and respectful. Afterwards, when I spoke with some others who had
been in attendance, there was unanimous agreement that it was refreshing
to have a debate about Israel and the Palestinians held in such unemotion-
al terms. I’ve often wondered whether our own Jewish community might
not be able to present a similar debate. There are individuals within our
Jewish community here – some of whom were in attendance at the sympo-
sium, who are highly critical of Israel. Simply to dismiss them as self-hat-
ing Jews is a facile argument (and one to which I might also be occasion-
ally accused – as I have been, since I am also often highly critical of Israel).

I’m a realist though. We’re not likely ever to see an open debate about
Israel and the Palestinians within an established Jewish milieu in this city.
That’s too bad. As we saw on Sunday morning, September 9, both sides to
this debate can learn from one another – and be respectful of one another.
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DAVID MATAS (left)  and MICHAEL LYLK

Iran says it has 3,000 to 4,000 active 
centrifuges for uranium enrichment

(JTA) – Iran has 3,000 to 4,000 active centrifuge machines for urani-
um enrichment, its Speaker of the Parliament said.

The number of operating machines is down from the 9,000 the Islamic
Republic had running before it signed the 2015 nuclear deal with six
world powers, Iranian Parliament Speaker Ali Larijani said in a rare
admission of actual numbers of centrifuges. The United States under
President Donald Trump announced in May that it would withdraw from
the deal.

The current number of active centrifuge machines is well under the
ceiling agreed to in the nuclear deal called the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action, or JCPOA, Larijani told a meeting of clerics.



By BERNIE BELLAN

After five years as CEO of the Simkin
Centre, Irwin Corobow has decided not
to continue in that position – even though

he was offered another five-year contract by the
Board of the Simkin Centre.

Corobow assumed the position of CEO of the
Simkin Centre in January 2014 following what
had been a relatively turbulent period in the his-
tory of the Centre. 

Originally from Montreal, Corobow moved to
Winnipeg in 1980 to take a position with
Manitoba Health. In 1982, he was appointed
Executive Director of Community Therapy
Services (CTS), a position he held until his
move into the CEO position at the Simkin
Centre.

Readers may recall that the Simkin Centre was plunged into turmoil in
the fall of 2010 following the death of resident Lillyan Peck. 

What followed was a series of investigations and the intervention of the
Winnipeg Regional Health Authority to appoint an interim CEO, Jan
Currie, following the resignation of Sandra Delorme as CEO, who had
gone on sick leave following Mrs. Peck’s death.

Subsequently Kathleen Klaasen was hired as CEO in 2012 and, while
Klaasen was only on the job for one year, she did much to repair the bat-
tered image of the Centre. As well, an entirely new board came into place
in 2011, headed by Dr. Ted Lyons and Jonathan Kroft. 

Following Klaasen’s departure as CEO in 2013 a nationwide search for a
replacement led to the hiring of Corobow. During his five years as CEO
there were no negative stories in our paper about the Simkin Centre. That
in itself is an accomplishment - given our reputation for looking for dirt!

Irwin Corobow brought with him not only
years of experience in the health sector, he had
also been an active volunteer in our Jewish com-
munity here.

In an October 2013 story announcing
Corobow’s appointment as CEO we noted that at
the time, he had been “on the Board of Directors
of B’nai Brith Jewish Community Camp since
2009, and was serving as the Chair of its
Governance/ Nominations/HR Committee. 

“He has also Co-Chaired the Strategic
Planning Committee. In 2013, he was nominated
by his colleagues on the BB Camp Board for a
Shem Tov Award. 

“He is a volunteer with Canadian Blood
Services where he is involved in efforts to
recruit new donors. 

“He has also volunteered with Congregation Shaarey Zedek and with
Jewish Child and Family Service.”

Corobow issued the following statement to the 250 employees of the
Simkin Centre:

“When I started work here at The Centre in January 2014, the Board of
Directors and I had agreed to a five year contract which will terminate in
January 2019.

“I have advised the Board that I will be leaving The Centre when that
contract terminates. The time has come for me to move on to another phase
of my life.

“It has been a pleasure and honor for me to work with our dedicated
Board of Directors and all the staff. Thank you all.

“In my remaining months at the Centre I am committed to working with
the Board in ensuring a smooth transition to a new Chief Executive
Officer.”
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Irwin Corobow to leave Simkin Centre as CEO
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Rady JCC’s Tarbut Festival of Jewish Culture Nov. 10-18
announces music lineup

Saturday November 10, 8:00 pm 
Aaron Weinstein, Jazz Violin … Live and On Screen
Called “the Groucho of the violin” by Tony Bennett and “a perfect musi-

cian” by jazz guitar legend, Bucky Pizzarelli, Aaron Weinstein “is rapidly
establishing himself as one of his instrument’s rare jazz masters.” (Don
Heckman, International Review of Music). As a featured soloist, Aaron has
performed at Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center, Jazz at Lincoln Center,
Birdland, Blue Note, and at jazz festivals in England, France, Switzerland,
Iceland, and Israel. Aaron is the recipient of a New York City Nightlife
Award and New York City Bistro Award. He is a graduate of the Berklee
College of Music where he was awarded a full four-year talent-based schol-
arship. With the release of his Arbors Records debut, A Handful of Stars,
“the rebirth of the hot jazz violin” (Nat Hentoff) Aaron became the
youngest jazz musician to have recorded for this prestigious jazz record
label. Accompanied by local musician Ron Paley on keys, and Julian
Bradford on bass, Aaron will perform live jazz interspersed with film clips
of jazz greats, and a dialogue with the audience. 

Wednesday November 14, 7:30 pm
Borochov Dynasty
Winnipeggers will have the opportunity to attend the North American

premiere of the Borochov Dynasty.
Israeli born, Brooklyn-based trum-
peter and composer  Itamar
Borochov, connects lower
Manhattan to North Africa, modern
Israel and Ancient Bukhara, cele-
brating Middle Eastern tradition.
Itamar’s father  Yisrael,  is known
for his work with the East-West
Ensemble and the founding of East
West House in Jaffa, Israel. East
West House has hosted ethnic
musicians from Egypt, Iran,
Jordan, India, Turkey, Europe, and
the United States. Yisrael has com-
posed music for film, theatre, and
television, including Adam
Sandler’s movie  You Don’t Mess
with the Zohan. Avri Borochov is a
classically trained double bass
player, and sought after producer,
and has collaborated with a wide
array of jazz and ethno-jazz musi-
cians worldwide. Added to this tal-
ented family mix, is Ariel Alaev, of
the Alaev Family musical group,
drummer Aviv Cohen (aka Sol
Monk) and Persian Nay Master
Amir Shahsar – and a whirlwind
supply of ethnic instruments never
before seen on the Berney stage,
including jumbush, zuma, and
doira.  The Borochov family fol-
lows its tradition
of Bukharian Jewish sacred music,
applying their wide musicality,
Jazz virtuosity and multi-ethnic tal-
ents.

Saturday November 17,  8:00
pm, West End Cultural Centre

Yael Deckelbaum and the Prayer
of the Mothers Ensemble. Yael
Deckelbaum is an award-winning
Israeli/Canadian singer-songwriter
and activist. She is a founding
member of the legendary trio
Habanot Nechama, who had a #1
hit in Israel, with their single “So
Far” and sold over 50,000 copies of
their album. Yael has written and
composed the song “Prayer of The
Mothers” which has over 4 million
views on YouTube. “Prayer of The
Mothers” became the anthem for
the “Women Wage Peace” move-
ment which led to a series of
marches and performances in the
tens of thousands all over the world
to campaign for a peaceful solution
to the Israel / Palestine Conflict.
The Prayer Of The Mothers
Ensemble birthed in 2017 and is an
all women’s Folk/World/Rock

group. This movement and the work of Yael has been documented on CNN,
New York Times, Marie Claire, Huffington Post, SBS News. In December
2017 Yael Deckelbaum & The Prayer of the Mother’s Ensemble, released
their new EP. In Israel, Yael Deckelbaum is known as more than an artist,
she is a movement. Take the Tarbut Bus from the Rady JCC to the WECC.

Other Tarbut highlights include
Thursday, November 15
Rabbi Irwin Kula
Acclaimed journalist and award-winning author Rabbi Irwin Kula

inspires people worldwide by using Jewish wisdom to speak to all aspects
of modern life. A Rabbi for our times Rabbi Irwin Kula is a disruptive spir-
itual innovator and rogue thinker. He has been as been listed in Newsweek
for many years as one of America’s “most influential rabbis and serves as
the President of Clal–The National Jewish Center for Learning and
Leadership. 

Plus Best of the Fest films Bye Bye Germany and Itzhak,  author read-
ings and musical family Shabbat Dinner featuring children’s entertainer
Carl Berger. Tickets are available by contacting the Rady JCC at (204)
477-7510 or www.radyjcc.com
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Shaarey Zedek staff thanked at Remis Speakers Forum

Sergei & Nomi, who instructed
parents & children in the prepa-
ration of challahs

The very popular
Remis Speakers
Forum would not be
possible without the
contribution of many
b e h i n d - t h e - s c e n e s
workers at the
Shaarey Zedek. On
September 6, we had
the opportunity to
meet some of those
individuals during and
after the lunch.

Shaarey Zedek catering staff: l-r: Ruth
(server), Dylan (prep cook), Jennifer (sous
chef), Nancy (server), Annie (sous chef), Joel
Lafond (chef).

Shaarey Zedek office staff: l-r: Claira, Lara, Bonnie, Rena, Estelle,
Alice, Alexandra, Eduardo (seated - Sid Ritter, who is not a member of the
Shaarey Zedek office staff)

“Challalicious” at the 
Rady JCC September 9

SuperSunday at the Campus September 16
Hunting season officially opened in Manitoba this past weekend, but
for the Jewish community a different type of hunting season began
when the Combined Jewish Appeal kicked off its annual fundraising
campaign on Sunday, September 16, with some notable members of
the community manning the phone lines calling donors to the CJA.

GAYLE 
WAXMAN
Rady JCC

CEO

LAUREL
MALKIN

Jewish
Federation
President

HOWARD
KIDECKEL

Multiple Appeals
Commission

Chair

DEBBIE
HOFFMAN
Rady JCC
President

Jewish Slo-Pitch Champs

The Sweepers were Jewish Men’s
Slo-Pitch champions for the sec-
ond year in a row. We’ll have a
full recap of the season in our
next (Oct. 3) issue.


